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Genocide

Kashmir under siege
Pakistan and the people of Kashmir around
the world observed “Youm-e-Istehsal” on August 5 to protest against India's abrogation of
Article 370 of its constitution in a bid to illegally annex occupied Kashmir and divide it
into two union territories. On August 5 last
year, 900,000 Indian occupation forces invaded Kashmir and re-occupied it. Ever since
they have been brutalising the people and
colonising the territory.
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Viewpoint

Life after coronavirus
Normalcy has started returning to Pakistan
after it lifted nearly all coronavirus-related lockdowns following a sharp decline in new cases
and deaths in July. The government may have
justifications for lifting the restrictions but it
could have come up with a better strategy to
rectify flaws in the routine life of the people.
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Economics

Early celebrations?
Shahid Hussain

The government has started celebrating “economic recovery” after the
Moody’s confirmed Pakistan’s B3 credit rating with a stable outlook. The
government’s hope of a V-shaped recovery is highly optimistic at a time
when the pandemic has not passed yet and pessimism among Pakistani
businesspeople is rising.
The government presents rising exports and a narrowing trade deficit
as signs of its success. Pakistan’s exports fetched $1.998 billion in July
2020 against $1.889 billion in the same month of the last fiscal year, witnessing 5.8pc growth in dollar terms. The imports stood at $3.54 billion in
July against $3.696 billion in the same month of 2019, recording a decline
of 4.2pc. The overall trade balance reduced by 14.7pc as it stood at $1.542
billion in July, compared to $1.8 billion in the same month of 2019. The exports bounced back after a decline in the last four months from March to
June. Pakistan’s exports stood at around $21 billion in the last fiscal year.
Undoubtedly, it is a big achievement as compared to regional countries.
Exports of India went down by 13.7pc and Bangladesh by 17pc but Pakistan’s exports grew by 5.7pc in July.
The current account deficit also narrowed by a massive 78pc to $2.96
billion in the previous fiscal year, which ended on June 30. The deficit
shrank to 1.1pc of gross domestic product (GDP) in FY20 compared to
4.8pc ($13.43 billion) in FY19, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) reported.
The deficit of $2.96 billion is the lowest in five years. The number improved
after the government revised May’s current account surplus upward to
$344 million compared to the initially reported $13 million. The improvement was initially achieved by compromising economic growth. Later, the
Covid-19 outbreak slowed down the economy further and caused negative
growth for the first time in 68 years. Experts say the deficit was narrowed
through curtailing imports rather than increasing exports. Remittances also
helped improve the situation.
Against the positives, the pandemic has added to pessimism among
Pakistani businesspeople, who had already been affected badly by the
sluggish economy. According to the Business Confidence Index (BCI) Survey - Wave 19 of the Overseas Investors Chamber of Commerce and Industry (OICCI), the overall Business Confidence Score (BCS) in Pakistan
stood at negative 50pc, a further drop of 5pc from the -45pc score in the
Wave 18 Survey conducted in August 2019. “The huge scare caused by
the pandemic came during a period when the country was already in the
midst of a major economic stabilisation programme,” it said.
More than half of the country’s exporters struggle with domestic and
foreign regulatory barriers, says Invisible Barriers to Trade — Pakistan
2020: Business Perspectives. The report was prepared in collaboration
with the World Bank Group’s country office. Market frictions such as regulatory obstacles and lack of information transparency put up to $7b of this
untapped export potential at risk — especially for small businesses looking
to trade more across borders. The report, based on a survey of 1,152 importers and exporters, identifies the toughest trade hurdles facing Pakistani
businesses. Almost half of the hurdles are homegrown, which means the
government can fix many of the problems holding back exporters. The report suggests ways for the government and the private sector to crank up
competitiveness by addressing issues such as export inspections, tax refunds, and certification. Almost half of the challenges these firms reported
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stem from Pakistani rules on matters such as export inspections, tax refunds, and export certification. The invisible barriers to trade affect exporters and importers differently, and their impact varies across sectors.
Rising unemployment and a high cost of living turned out to be the
biggest concerns for Pakistanis compared to the coronavirus pandemic
amid shattering confidence of people in the economy, according to a new
opinion poll by Ipsos, a global market research and consulting firm. People’s confidence in the economy, both in terms of its ability to absorb
shocks and direction, further declined in June compared with March this
year. The Global Consumer Confidence Index (GCCI), generally known
as the National Index, dipped to the lowest score of 22 in June in Pakistan
compared with the global average of 45.1 for the month and average of
42.5 for Middle Eastern and North African countries. The survey findings
revealed that consumers had very low confidence and were reluctant to
make investment decisions. They were also not very optimistic about the
future of the economy and jobs. The fear of losing jobs has grown compared with the survey three months ago. Only 15pc of respondents believe
that the economy was heading towards the right direction - a ratio that was
21pc in March this year. For 85pc of respondents, the economy was heading in the wrong direction while in March 79pc believed that the economy
was headed south. Pakistan’s economic conditions have remained fragile
for the past many years and things have further deteriorated in the last two
years, except for improvement in the current account deficit that too was
achieved by slowing the economic growth, it noted.
More than half of the working class has either taken a pay cut or lost a
job or both because of the Covid-19 outbreak, while others’ confidence
remains downbeat on fears of unemployment prospects in the near future.
“Over 54pc respondents have either faced salary cuts or have been laid
off by their employers in an attempt to reduce operational expenses,” according to a report by Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) Pakistan and Gallup Pakistan. It incorporated views of 1,291 residents via a telephonic survey
conducted between June 4 and 16. The report said that millions of jobs
were lost in Pakistan as businesses were not allowed to operate during
the lockdown. Some employees were laid off while others were sent on
paid or unpaid leave; creating panic amongst the working class.
The latest surveys show that Pakistan and its people will continue to
face hard times in years ahead. The country will have to make more adjustments for recovery, which could be painful and lengthy. It will need longterm planning for sustained growth momentum.
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Genocide

Kashmir under siege
Nasim Ahmed

Pakistan and the people of Kashmir around the world observed “Youm-eIstehsal” on August 5 to protest against India's abrogation of Article 370
of its constitution in a bid to illegally annex occupied Kashmir and divide
it into two union territories. On August 5 last year, 900,000 Indian occupation forces invaded Kashmir and re-occupied it. Ever since they have
been brutalising the people and colonising the territory.
The idea behind observing the day was to expose Indian atrocities and
express solidarity with the people of occupied Kashmir. Anti-India protests
were held throughout Pakistan, particularly in Azad Kashmir, while in all
major cities solidarity marches were organised, along with observing oneminute silence. A special session of the Upper House was held earlier in the
day to condemn Indian atrocities in the region. Legislators across the political
divide spoke in one voice in support of the oppressed Kashmiri people and
appealed to the Western countries to take notice of the situation.
To mark the day, Prime Minister Imran Khan addressed a special session of the AJK Legislative Assembly. In his speech he said that Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s August 5 action was a “strategic blunder”
as they were stuck in a “blind alley” now after the abrogation of the Article
370 of the Indian constitution. He pointed out that India had thought that
the world would not take notice of it but it was mistaken. The UN as well
as all big powers have asked India to retrace its steps from the path to
aggression and fascism. The premier added that what Indian Muslims
were facing resembles what happened during the extermination of Jews
in Nazi Germany. About his government’s efforts he added, “We have also
depicted the aspirations of the Kashmiri people and our commitment to
UNSC resolutions in the political map of Pakistan released yesterday.”
As intended, the Kashmir Siege Day attracted widespread attention at
the world level. In a circular, the OIC Human Rights Commission strongly
supported the UN experts’ call for urgent action to remedy the alarming
human rights situation in (IoK) which is constantly declining since August
5, 2019.The commission endorsed the demands by the UN experts to investigate all cases of human rights violations, including extrajudicial
killings, enforced disappearances, torture and arbitrary detentions.
China, which is a time-tested friend of Pakistan, also lent its voice on
the day of Kashmir protests. It issued a strong statement on August 5, reiterating its principled stance on the Kashmir issue and stressed that any
unilateral change in the status quo in the Indian occupied Kashmir (IoK)
was illegal and invalid. Chinese Foreign Ministry’s spokesperson Wang
Wenbin said: “Our position is consistent and clear. This issue is a dispute
left over from history between Pakistan and India that is an objective fact
established by the United Nations Charter, United Nations Security Council’s resolutions and bilateral agreement between Pakistan and India. As
such, any unilateral change to the status quo was illegal and invalid.” He
emphasised that the issue should be resolved peacefully through dialogue
and consultation between the parties concerned. On the continuing massive atrocities on innocent Kashmiris at the hands of the Indian troops,
the spokesperson said, “China closely follows the situation in the Kashmir
region.” Wang remarked that Pakistan and India were neighbours that
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could not change. He added that peaceful coexistence was in the fundamental interest of both and the common aspiration of the international
community.
In another significant development, a group of UN rights experts have
urged India to address the alarming human rights situation in occupied
Kashmir since it was stripped of its autonomy a year ago. The independent experts, who report their findings to the UN, called on other nations
to pile pressure on India: "If India does not take any genuine and immediate steps to resolve the situation, meet its obligations to investigate historic and recent cases of human rights violations and prevent future
violations, then the international community should step up."
Since Modi’s Hindutva regime imposed direct rule last August 5, the
human rights situation in Jammu and Kashmir has sharply deteriorated.
According to the UN experts, "We are particularly concerned that during
the COVID-19 pandemic, many protesters are still in detention and internet restrictions remain in place." They said three of their four letters of
concern to the Indian government had gone unanswered, while the closure of the restive region´s human rights commission was "particularly
concerning". The commission urged New Delhi to schedule urgent visits
by UN experts, particularly by those investigating torture and disappearances.
As reported by the world press, since the August 5 crackdown, the Indian forces have killed hundreds of young Kashmiris and incarcerated
thousands of them. Concentration camps have been set up in the occupied territory to force political activists to abandon their struggle for liberty.
The scale at which the atrocities are being committed has been rightly
termed genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. Kashmiris are
being exterminated and have been made aliens in their own land.
But India cannot get away with its act of open brigandage. The people
of Kashmir are unbreakable in their determination to achieve their fundamental right and they will win in the end.
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Learning

Harnessing technology
in aid of education
Nasim Ahmed

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has warned that the world faces a
"generational catastrophe" because of school closures amid the coronavirus
pandemic and said that getting students safely back to the classroom must
be "a top priority."
According to UN sources as of mid-July schools were closed in some 160
countries, affecting more than one billion students, while about 40 million children missed out on pre-school. This is in addition to 250 million children already out of school before the pandemic. This means colossal waste of
promising human potential which will undermine decades of global economic
progress.
Various research studies show that we face a global leaning crisis, as many
students were in school, but were not learning the fundamental skills needed
for life. The World Bank’s “Learning Poverty” indicator – the percentage of children who cannot read and understand at age 10 –stood at 53% in low- and
middle-income countries – before the outbreak started. The pandemic has further worsened the situation, leading to (1) Losses in learning (2) Increased
dropout rates (3) Children missing their most important meal of the day. Moreover, many developing countries have very unequal education systems, and
these negative impacts will be felt disproportionately by poor children.
In Pakistan, over 300,000 schools have been closed since March due to
the coronavirus outbreak. Some students at better equipped private schools
have been able to continue learning through digital platforms and applications.
But for millions of other Pakistani students, the fundamentals of connected life
– smartphones and the internet – remain out of reach.
Access to education is a serious problem in Pakistan – 22.8 million of Pakistan’s over 70 million children are out of school. According to an estimate,
due to the coronavirus outbreak over 50 million school and university-going
Pakistanis now risk falling behind in their studies. For holding online classes,
poor internet services are a major hurdle, particularly in remote provinces, like
Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Gilgit-Baltistan.
Outside big cities, home broadband is expensive, smartphone penetration
stands at 51%. According to the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA),
only one million school-age children have regular access to digital devices and
bandwidth. However, about 40 million Pakistani children have access to television. That is why the government launched its coronavirus distance learning
strategy with a dedicated TV channel called Teleschool. Figures show that television has a wider reach than digital technology at the moment in Pakistan.
Launched on April 13, the channel runs on state-owned PTV Home, which
has a subscriber base of over 54 million people, and broadcasts content for
grades 1-12, sourced for free from four Pakistani edtech companies. A text
messaging system with 250,000 subscribers was added in late May so parents
and students could engage with dedicated teachers.
The government is now planning to start a radio school to meet the learning
needs of remote areas. Also on the cards are an e-learning portal with digital
content available on demand and a local area network system to deliver content to the poorest regions. A “student relief package” with low-cost internet
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packages and reduced duties on smartphones are also in the works. Funding
for Teleschool came from a $5m World Bank grant, while a $20m grant has
been given by the Global Partnership for Education, a multilateral funding platform focused on developing nations.
It was a good idea to deliver lessons through smartphones but even households with smartphones face problems. Sometimes, one smartphone is not
enough to cater to the needs of more than five children. As no firm decision
has been taken as when schools will open, parents and educators are concerned about the loss of the valuable time of children. Schools were initially
scheduled to reopen on July 15, but government officials now say they may
reopen on September 15, if coronavirus figures improve.
In the meantime, online content is running out of steam. Launching new
learning applications and ensuring a steady flow of online content is proving a
major challenge. Entrepreneurs in education technology see in the situation
an opportunity for expansion and investment in a long-ignored sector.
As far as the government is concerned, edtech has not been a priority because of low national numbers for devices and internet connections. However,
in recent years, smartphone penetration has been growing fast. Due to the
pandemic, edtech numbers are rising. Since schools closed, the well known
Taleemabad app has seen a 660% rise in the rate at which people are joining
the platform and Muse SABAQ grew by 200%. Knowledge Platform Pakistan
has sold its edtech products to 400 new schools.
There is a consensus of opinion among IT experts that the government
must now invest in private sector partnerships and allow wide-scale testing of
digital solutions on Pakistan’s nearly 200,000 public sector schools. At present,
the government is running a pilot project in 75 high schools in Islamabad in
partnership with the country’s biggest telecommunications network and edtech
company Knowledge Platform. But now everyone has realised the importance
of promoting educational technology.
Knowledgeable circles say that if there is a focused government initiative
to boost the sector, education will be revolutionised in two to three years. This
will also take care of long standing problems bedeviling the sector – the poor
quality of teachers, ghost schools and low levels of learning.
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Wheat crisis

It’s time to invest in
agriculture
Muhammad Hassan

Continuous shortages and sharp price fluctuations of wheat and flour point
out bad governance and the government’s inability to check their smuggling. The situation also warns of a looming food crisis, which may worsen
if we fail to revolutionise our agriculture sector.
According to media reports, wheat flour prices have risen up to 94pc,
while sugar rates witnessed a 69pc hike in the open market since the PTI
came to power. A 20kg flour bag, which was available at Rs640 (ex-mill
price) during September 2018, is selling at Rs1,060 to Rs1,240 on the
open market in different parts of the country. In Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, it
was sold at Rs1,350. Similarly, sugar prices have soared by over 69pc during the period as the rates increased from Rs53 to Rs89/kg in the retail
market, while its wholesale trading price went up from Rs47 to Rs76/kg
during the period.
It is a fact that farmers and the common man have suffered badly while
hoarders and middlemen benefited from the situation arising after the
onset of the pandemic. About one- third of farm households in Pakistan
have reported loss of earnings, and 22pc of had family members return
home from urban areas. According to the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
survey on “Covid-19 Impact on Farm Households in Punjab,” about 33pc
of respondents indicated that their households experienced losses in
wages and non-farm earnings because of the coronavirus outbreak. Some
22.6pc reported that at least one family member had returned home from
urban and other areas, while 11.2pc posted reduced non-food expenditures, and 9.8pc recorded lower food consumption. The findings revealed
that farm households were burdened by increase in the number of household members and reduced cash income. More than 400 farmers in the
Punjab were surveyed on the impact of the nationwide lockdown in response to the coronavirus pandemic and locust attacks.
The survey of farmers in the Punjab revealed that wheat harvesting
and marketing were spared the negative effects of the restricted movement
of goods imposed because of Covid-19, except in the southern districts.
Most respondents (97.3pc) recorded having completed harvesting their
wheat, for the majority, the harvesting period started in the last week of
April and ended in the second week of May. Among those who had completed their harvest at the time of the survey, 74.6pc reported that they
were able to market their wheat without difficulty. Most of those who did
not sell wheat kept the produce for self-consumption. Only a few respondents had difficulty selling their wheat. Restrictions on the movement of
goods upset the marketing of highly perishable commodities, such as vegetables, fruits, and milk as they are difficult to store, unlike grains. Unlike
the wheat farmers, large proportions of vegetable and fruit farmers reported difficulties in marketing their produce. Around 24pc of vegetable
and fruit growers found the offered prices too low, 23.4pc could not visit
markets, and 8pc could not find traders to sell their produce.
Pakistan is facing a serious flour crisis despite the fact that wheat production increased by 2.5pc and reached around 25m tons this year. According to the Economic survey of Pakistan, the agriculture sector, on the
aggregate, recorded a remarkable growth of 2.67pc in 2019-20, compared
to 0.58pc growth achieved last year. Positive growth was noted in all im-
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portant crops except cotton and sugarcane. However, the locust outbreak
which started to emerge in later part of 2019, turned serious and agriculture losses were reported to main crop production areas in Balochistan,
Punjab and Sindh provinces. Initial assessment shows damage to over
115,000 hectares of crops, including wheat, oil seed crops, cotton, gram,
fruits and vegetables, besides grazing field losses. Some crop losses were
also reported in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
Positive growth of 2.90pc in important crops was observed due to an
increase in the production of wheat, rice and maize at 2.45pc, 2.89pc, and
6.01pc, respectively. Cotton and sugarcane posted negative growth of
6.92pc and 0.44pc, respectively. Other crops have shown growth of 4.57pc
mainly because of an increase in the production of pulses, oilseeds and
vegetables. Cotton ginning declined by 4.61pc due to a decrease in the
production of cotton while the livestock sector posted growth of 2.58pc.
The performance of agriculture during fiscal year 2019-20 improved
over the last year and it also performed better than other sectors. However,
challenges due to climate change, pest attacks, shortage of water etc kept
agriculture production far less than the potential. One key issue related to
agriculture was that farmers have limited direct access to the market due
to which the role of middlemen increased. In terms of potential, the agriculture sector has the capacity to not only produce for the domestic population but to have surplus production for exports which can ensure food
security as well as contribute towards foreign exchange earnings.
According to the 2020 World Population Data Sheet, released by the
US Population Reference Bureau, Washington, Pakistan’s population is
estimated at 220.9 million and it is growing rapidly with an annual fertility
rate of 3.6 children per couple. At Pakistan’s growth rate — 3.6 — a population doubles in 19.4 years. Agriculture has a significant share in the
Pakistan economy. It contributes 18.5pc to its GDP and provides employment to 38.5pc of the national labour force, but it remains a backward sector of the economy. The government recognises high performing
agriculture as the key to economic growth and poverty alleviation.
However, despite being the backbone of the national economy, the agriculture sector has been a priority of any government. It is time Pakistan
started using modern technology to increase its productivity in the face of
serious challenges posed by the rising population and climate change.
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Environment

Pakistan’s fight against
climate change
Muhammad Ali

The winter in Pakistan is shrinking fast because of climate change. Experts
say January will become as hot as June in a few decades if adverse effects
of ecocide are not reversed. Many areas in the country may turn into
deserts, which will add to widespread poverty.
Pakistan has decided to import two million ton wheat to bridge the production shortfall after heavy rains affected the crop badly. It is despite the
fact that Pakistan is the eighth largest wheat producing country in the
world. Over the years, the timber mafia has mercilessly felled trees. As a
result, Pakistan is now counted among 10 countries in the world most vulnerable to effects of climate change. It has seen a considerable increase
in the intensity as well as the frequency of extreme weather conditions
over the past few years. According to statistics, 150 major weather events
have been reported from 1998 to 2018. The significant rise in the temperature has led to water-stressed conditions which have resulted not only in
the reduction of agricultural productivity but also a decrease in the overall
forest cover of the country.
Experts warn winter and summer conditions will continue to become
harsher in Pakistan despite producing less than 1pc of the total greenhouse gas emissions. Socioeconomic risks could increase significantly for
those living in urban areas of Pakistan and India by 2050 as heat waves
push up against the limits of human endurance and survivability. In a report, McKinsey Global Institute said countries with lower per capita gross
domestic product (GDP) rely more on outdoor work and natural capital,
and thus have less financial means to adapt quickly. The report warned
that Pakistan is expected to become significantly hotter and more humid
by 2050. It would impact workability in urban settings and cause an average ten-percentage-point loss in the annual share of effective outdoor
working hours in heat-exposed regions between today and 2050. Pakistan’s projected GDP could be at risk annually with rising temperatures,
forcing people already at their physical threshold to cut the number of
working hours.
Agriculture, an outdoor sector, has a significant share in the economy.
It contributes 18.5pc to Pakistan’s GDP, providing employment to 38.5pc
of the national labour force, but it remains a backward sector of the economy. The government already recognises high performing agriculture as
the key to economic growth and poverty alleviation. The report suggests
sectoral shifts in the national economy could reduce the impacts of outdoor
work on the GDP, especially in countries like Pakistan. The pace of sectoral
shifts in national economies will strongly influence GDP outcomes and drive
the range in the GDP at risk. The report aims to help inform decision makers
around the world so they can better assess, adapt to, and mitigate the physical risks of climate change. It points to the risks in workability and liveability
both, as Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, with lower per capita GDP level
were the most affected countries under the Representative Concentration
Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario. Under RCP 8.5, the world’s average temperature would rise by 4.9 degrees Celsius. Under an RCP 8.5 scenario, urban
areas in parts of India and Pakistan could be the first places in the world to
experience heat waves that exceed the survivability threshold for a healthy
human being, with small regions projected to experience a more than 60pc
annual chance of such a heat wave by 2050, the report noted.
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Millions of people around the world could be exposed to dangerous levels of heat stress - a dangerous condition which can cause organs to shut
down, according to a BBC report. Many live in developing countries, and
do jobs that expose them to potentially life threatening conditions. These
include being out in the open on farms and building sites or indoors in factories and hospitals. Global warming will increase the chances of summer
conditions that may be "too hot for humans" to work in, it added.
Besides claiming almost 300,000 lives in the world, Covid-19 also hampered global efforts to address climate change, which is feared to be more
difficult to tackle after the pandemic ends. Global warming has already
made parts of the world hotter than the human body can withstand,
decades earlier than climate models expected. Measurements at Jacobabad in Pakistan and Ras al Khaimah in the United Arab Emirates have both
repeatedly spent at least 1 or 2 hours over a deadly threshold, an analysis
of weather station data has found. Wet bulb temperature (TW) is a measure
of heat and humidity, taken from a thermometer covered in a water-soaked
cloth. Beyond a TW threshold of 35 C, the body is unable to cool itself by
sweating. Lower levels can also be deadly, as was seen in the 2003 European heat wave, which killed thousands of people without passing a TW of
28 C. The report warns that with continued climate change, the extremes
will affect more areas in Pakistan, as well as India, which may not have the
capacity to adapt. Even if they could, it would require huge amounts of energy for cooling, possibly further exacerbating climate change.
For the past several years, Pakistan has been facing unusual weather
patterns. It experiences baking heat in the summer, excessive rainfalls or
droughts and prolonged spells of cold wave in the winter. The PTI government has launched an ambitious “10-billion-tree tsunami” project to tackle
the climate crisis. Pakistan has achieved the UN Sustainable Development
Goal for protecting the environment and holding off climate change a
decade before the deadline. It proves the seriousness of the government
about achieving its environment protection goals. It needs large-scale
measures to reverse the damage already done. It should expedite its efforts
to minimise the effects of global change.
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Opinion

Cyclic history
of Pakistan
Muhammad Zain

People are passing through the hardest time of their lives after prices of
essentials have skyrocketed in the country and more than half of the working-class has either taken a pay cut or lost a job or both because of the
Covid-19 outbreak. As Pakistan marked its 73rd Independence Day on
August 14, the nation is once again apprehensive of a showdown among
politicians and fear for the future of democracy in the country. Dictatorship
and dictator-like elected leaders have brought Pakistan to a point where
problems of the people have compounded and politicians change parties
to remain in power to line their own pockets.
Like previous governments, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government of Prime Minister Imran Khan is trying to run its affairs through
borrowing. Like the previous Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N)
government, the PTI administration also relied on short-term foreign commercial loans. Against the budgetary estimate of $2 billion, it took $3.4 billion in foreign commercial loans, which are considered expensive due to
their short maturity period and relatively higher interest rates compared
with the official bilateral and multilateral credit.
The government is taking new loans to repay old loans. It took over
$13 billion in foreign loans in the previous fiscal year the second highest
amount in history. With fresh borrowing, Pakistan has received a whopping
$29.2 billion in foreign loans in the past two years, including $26.2 billion
by the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan since August 2018. Since
repayments have been made by contracting new foreign loans, it has increased the cost of debt servicing. For fiscal year 2020-21, the external
debt servicing cost has been estimated at Rs315 billion despite over $300
million or about Rs50 billion worth of temporary relief due to the G20’s
moratorium on debt servicing.
Skyrocketing prices of essentials have maligned the image of the government among the public beyond repair. An overnight and massive hike
in the prices of petroleum products recently disappointed even its staunch
supporters. The PTI had promised to reduce prices after coming to power.
Instead, prices of gas, electricity, foodstuffs and essentials have doubled,
if not tripled, in its first two years. The government has failed to stabilize
prices, which fluctuate daily. It has eroded the credibility of the government
in the public. Their belief in the government’s ability to perform has shattered badly and they are convinced now they will continue to face crisis
after crisis in the government of Prime Minister Imran Khan.
The coronavirus pandemic is projected to push over 10 million more
people below the poverty line, whose number is already 50-60 million. Between 1.4 million and 18.53m people have lost jobs in the country during
the pandemic. These are the government's own estimates in the Economic
Survey 2019-20, and the situation could be even worse if analyzed independently.
Pakistan has the world’s second-highest number of out-of-school children, with an estimated 22.8 million children aged 5-16 not attending
school, representing 44pc of the total population in this age group. In the
age group 5-9 years, some five million children are not enrolled in schools
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and after the primary school age, the number of out-of-school children doubles, with 11.4 million between the ages of 10 and 14 not receiving formal
education.
According to the Pakistan Education Statistics 2016-17, of the total educational institutions (149,852), only 51.5pc of the buildings are deemed
satisfactory: whereas, 21pc don’t even have a boundary wall. In Balochistan, 51.64pc of school buildings require repair; 78.78pc don’t have electricity; 70pc don’t have latrines and 43.8pc of schools lack clean drinking
water. Over 1.9 million children out of 2.7 million are out of school and the
retention rate from grade 1 to grade 5 is 41pc in the largest province of
the country. A report states that each year 165,869 girls are enrolled in the
primary section and the number drops to 44,076 in the middle section and
further down to only 20,015 in the higher section. In Sindh, 36.5pc of the
buildings don’t have latrines; 42.77pc don’t have drinking water; with more
than 6.4 million children out of school.
Access to safe drinking water and sanitation is still a challenge in Pakistan. The total economic cost of poor sanitation in Pakistan is nearly
Rs343.7 billion – 3.94pc of the country’s GDP, according to the World
Bank. According to the United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund (UNICEF) and the World Health Organisation, 27,000 children die
each year from diarrhea-related diseases in Pakistan. Though prices,
health and education are provincial subjects after the passage of the 18th
Amendment, yet the Centre cannot absolve itself of the situation.
In Pakistan, dictators toppled civilian governments and ruled the country for about 30 years. However, elected governments have also failed to
make a difference as elected representatives proved to be inapt, corrupt,
egotist and tried to concentrate all powers into their own hands. The threat
to Pakistan’s sham democracy has always come from inapt, corrupt and
belligerent politicians.
Pakistan has been a battleground for foreign players since its inception. Many Pakistanis believe the US interference in Pakistan's internal
affairs is the main reason for sham democracy in the country. People believe the US masterminds a regime change in Pakistan, when and where
required. Civil governments were toppled in the past when the US
wanted to advance its agenda after a domestic or international crisis.
Pakistan’s history reveals that the US has encouraged military takeovers
and then exploited the “illegitimacy” of the military rulers to advance its
designs in the region.
As all dictators have held local government elections in the country, all
political parties have tried to avoid them, even though local bodies are considered basic democracy all over the world and the best way to empower
people on their doorsteps. According to the Constitution, it is the responsibility of the provincial governments to hold local government polls within
three months of the general election but that has not happened since 2002.
Contrary to its election manifesto, the PTI government has overburdened the common man with price hikes. The government should deliver
now or people will lose faith in politicians and democracy.
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Viewpoint

Life after coronavirus
Shahid Hussain

Normalcy has started returning to Pakistan after it lifted nearly all coronavirus-related lockdowns following a sharp decline in new cases and
deaths in July. The government may have justifications for lifting the restrictions but it could have come up with a better strategy to rectify flaws
in the routine life of the people.
The pandemic could have been used as an intervention to reset the
economy and the lifestyle of the people. It provided an opportunity to the
government to change habits and norms of society. It was an ideal time to
make laws, forcing businesses and markets to open between 8am and
7pm. Most people, who have experienced life in the West, believe staying
out in the markets and roaming around till midnight for no reason needed
some intervention, but the government wasted a great opportunity. Slowly
lifting the lockdown with such restrictions could have been enough to reset
our lazy behaviour. All developed nations observe the routine, which not
only saves electricity but also allows families to spend more time together.
There is no harm in opening wedding halls but we have missed an opportunity here as well. A limit of 100 to 150 guests at most could have saved
so much food, fuel cost, travelling time and fatigue. Laws could also have
been made for better traffic management and pollution control, which is
one of major challenges facing the country.
The Pakistan government pats itself for devising “smart” lockdowns,
which not decreased the number of the infections in the country sharply
but also saved the economy from massive losses. One believes natural
causes played a more major role in bringing down the cases, than the government efforts. The international media and experts are also impressed
with Pakistan’s performance after almost 92pc of patients have recovered
in the country. The new cases have reduced to 500 and deaths to 10 in a
day, a decline of almost 82pc from a peak of close to 7,000 new cases a
day a few months ago.
The international media and experts attribute the low numbers to the
underreporting of cases and deaths and low testing. A top international
rating agency, Fitch Solutions, has appreciated Pakistan’s efforts but also
pointed out flaws in Pakistan’s healthcare system. It said the government
was making efforts to improve the healthcare system in Pakistan and had
undertaken several reforms which would take time to deliver gains. “However, like many of its neighbouring emerging Asian markets, Pakistan is
striving to achieve universal healthcare access to quality essential health
services, with a specific focus on vulnerable groups.” In its assessment, it
warned that opportunities for multinational drugmakers would be marred
by fundamental issues which exist in the healthcare system and underperformance of the public sector healthcare system will drive the growth of
private healthcare. “Pakistan Vision 2025 reflects the government’s commitment to investing in the social sector including health as a top priority
and the National Health Vision (NHV) 2025 provides a single, shared vision
for universal health care, especially for women and children in the country,”
it said.
It identified that one of the key actions under the NHV is the formulation
of the Pakistan Human Resources for Health Vision 2018-2030 to address
the health workforce challenges. Despite the increasing political will in Pakistan to develop the healthcare sector, given the government’s poor track
record of implementing planned healthcare sector reforms, there is a possibility that the implementation of such improvements will be delayed.
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There are numerous weaknesses which will affect the sector’s development, including poor governance, lack of access and unequal resources,
poor health information management systems, corruption in the health system, a lack of monitoring in health policy and health planning, and a lack
of trained staff, the agency elaborated.
The country’s healthcare system remains significantly underfunded
which inhibits the provision of high-quality care and hence limiting the
chances for high-value medicine sales. Healthcare standards in Pakistan
remain poor by global standards, with 78pc of the population paying for
healthcare expenditure out-of-pocket. According to a study, Pakistan
ranked 154th among 195 countries in terms of quality and accessibility of
healthcare lagging behind Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka, it observed.
Pakistan has one of the lowest densities of health workers in the region
and globally, with a doctor to patient ratio of 1:1300, doctor to nurse ratio
is 1:2.7. With such low levels of staffing, Pakistan is listed as one of 57
countries with a critical health workforce deficiency.
The impact of the weaknesses has been perpetuated by the Covid-19
crisis, which reinforces the need to ensure effective crisis management
and fast-track progress toward universal healthcare. On the upside, the
underperformance of the public sector healthcare system in Pakistan has
created a room for the private sector to grow, which has become popular
in health service delivery. Moreover, pressures on public health institutions
from a rapidly growing population have allowed the private sector to service the gap created by an ever-increasing demand and limited public health
facilities, the report added.
Despite loopholes in the healthcare system, Pakistan’s Covid-19 situation is better than its neighbours. The positivity rate in Pakistan is around
three whereas it is 9.4 in Iran and 9.8 in India. The positivity rate in
Bangladesh is 24. If deaths are compared over the last few weeks, according to the population, Iran has reported 20 times the number of deaths
in Pakistan, while India recorded around four to five times the number of
fatalities.
The situation has given a new lease of life to Prime Minister Imran Khan
and his government. The opposition was expecting a large number of
deaths in the country, which could pave the way for the ouster of Prime
Minister Imran Khan, if not his government. The low number of deaths has
not only saved his government, but also the national economy of huge
losses. He will emerge a stronger leader after the pandemic.
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Economics

Distinct signs of recovery
Husnain Shahid

Pakistan’s exports and tax collection have started increasing after it eased
coronavirus lockdown gradually. The Pakistan Stock Exchange has also
rebounded while international financial institutions have affirmed a stable
outlook for the country. It shows the country has left behind pandemic
shocks and is back on track to achieve its economic targets.
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has surpassed its tax collection
target with a margin of Rs57 billion in July, the first month of the current
fiscal year. It collected Rs300 billion against the target of Rs 243 billion.
Though it is still well below the required collection of Rs 400 billion every
month to achieve the revenue target of Rs4,963 billion for the fiscal year,
yet it is a significant achievement and the figures will improve as the country has started opening up for business.
Pakistan’s exports have also increased by 5.8pc in July. According to
statistics, the exports fetched $1.998 billion last month, against $1.889 billion in the same month of the last fiscal year. The imports stood at $3.54
billion in July, against $3.696 billion in the same month of 2019, recording
a decline of 4.2pc. The overall trade balance reduced by 14.7pc, as it stood
at $1.542 billion in July, compared to $1.8 billion in the same month of
2019. The current account deficit reduced by 78pc to $2.96 billion in the
previous fiscal year. The current account deficit shrank to 1.1pc of gross
domestic product (GDP) in FY20 compared to 4.8pc ($13.43 billion) in
FY19, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) said. The deficit of $2.96 billion is
the lowest in five years.
Pakistan can increase its exports by up to $12 billion by 2024, even
after taking into account disruptions due to Covid-19, according to the International Trade Centre’s latest export potential assessment for the country. More than half of the country’s exporters struggle with domestic and
foreign regulatory barriers, says the Invisible Barriers to Trade — Pakistan
2020: Business Perspectives report, made in collaboration with the World
Bank Group’s country office. Market frictions such as regulatory obstacles
and lack of information transparency put up to $7b of this untapped export
potential at risk — especially for small businesses looking to trade more
across borders, says ITC’s acting Executive Director Dorothy Tembo.
“There is great scope for the government of Pakistan to streamline
processes, improve quality management and work with exporters to provide consistent, transparent and timely information,” she said. The report,
based on a survey of 1,152 importers and exporters, identifies the toughest
trade hurdles facing Pakistani businesses. Almost half of these hurdles are
homegrown, which means the government can fix many of the problems
holding back exporters. The report suggests ways for the government and
the private sector to improve competitiveness by addressing issues such
as export inspections, tax refunds, and certification.
Moody's Investors Service, one of three top international rating agencies, has confirmed Pakistan’s B3 credit rating with a stable outlook. “The
stable outlook reflects Moody’s view that the pressures Pakistan faces in
the wake of the coronavirus shock and prospects for its credit metrics in
general are likely to remain consistent with the current rating level. In particular, while Moody’s sees downside risks to Pakistan’s economy because
of movement and activity restrictions related to the pandemic, which would
in turn intensify the government’s fiscal challenges, strong support from
development partners including for external financing, coupled with effec-
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tive macroeconomic policies started ahead of the crisis, contain external
vulnerability and liquidity risks,” it said in a statement.
Pakistan hopes to end its six-month-long cycle of economic contraction,
as the Ministry of Finance has predicted positive economic growth in coming months. If the prevalence of Covid-19 cases slows down further, economic activities will come to a normal level. However, risk is associated
with the level of public conformity with Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) that are intended to prevent the pandemic spread, it added. In the
previous fiscal year, there was small but positive growth of about 1pc in
the first quarter. The economic growth accelerated in the second quarter
to 2.58pc. But it turned negative in the third quarter of the last fiscal year
by 0.19pc following the pandemic. In the fourth quarter, the economy contracted 4.9pc.
Domestic economic activities have also accelerated with many businesses starting operations in accordance with the SOPs issued by the government. The ministry has also highlighted the impact of locust attacks on
crops, saying the peak period of the attacks is not yet over. In fact, the
desert locust situation has worsened and is likely to be at its peak till September 15, which may damage crops badly. For the current fiscal year, the
agriculture sector’s growth is targeted at 2.8pc on the basis of better growth
in crops, livestock, fisheries and forestry.
According to the government, fiscal and primary deficits are lower than
expected, central bank’s reserves have increased and the current account
deficit has been slashed from $20 billion to $3 billion in two years. The fiscal deficit post-Covid was expected at 9.1pc but it was recorded at 8.1pc
and the primary deficit, expected at 3.1pc, was recorded at 1.8pc. The current account deficit was brought down from $20 billion to only $3 billion
while the reserves of the State Bank of Pakistan have increased from $8.5
billion to $12.5 billion.
As exports have increased, imports would also surge with the reopening of the domestic economy from the lockdown. The workers’ remittances
are also anticipated to increase during the current year. It is hoped economic activity will reach the level of the pre-pandemic period and its positive effects would start reaching the common man in a few months.
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Strategy

Tribal districts await
Reconstruction
Opportunity Zones
Raza Khan

Recently, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) government laid the foundation
of an Economic Processing Zone in Azakhel near Peshawar, though the
federal government has not made any progress to renew a request to the
United States to revive its plan of establishing Reconstruction Opportunity
Zones (ROZs) in the tribal districts of the province. The ROZs was the idea
of the US itself while the Azakhel Economic Processing Zone is part of the
multi-billion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
After breaking the back of the terrorist group, Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP), in its base of former Federally Administered Tribal Areas
(FATA) through several military operations, spanning more than a decade,
it was expected that the federal government, with the collaboration of the
KP government, would come up with a comprehensive strategy for the
multipronged development of the region. The former Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) government and the present Pakistan Tehreeke-Insaf (PTI) government allocated an unprecedented amount of public
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funds for the uplift of the tribal regions, but so far there is no substantial
work that could be seen on the ground. According to the PTI government,
under a plan for the uplift of the former FATA, whose districts (formerly
called agencies) were merged into the province in May 2018, through the
25th Constitutional Amendment, Rs1,000 billion would be spent in the region in 10 years. Substantial funds in the last two years have been allocated by the PTI government for the uplift of the merged tribal districts
since the party has been in the saddle. However, these are far short of the
promised funds. The problem is that the federal government can only allocate funds for the merged districts if the provinces are ready to give up
a negligible share of their respective funds under the National Finance
Commission. When the 25th Constitutional Amendment was being made,
it was promised that the merged districts were the responsibility of the
whole country and, therefore, all provinces would contribute to allocate a
collective three percent of the NFC for the development and reconstruction
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of the former FATA. As Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has singlehandedly borne
the burden of the merged districts and the Punjab has shown its readiness
to contribute its respective share to the rehabilitation and development of
the tribal region, Sindh and Balochistan provinces have taken the position
that the merged districts are the federal government’s responsibility. This
is a sham argument, at least on part of the Sindh government, where the
Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) in the government, because a large number
of residents of the tribal areas live in Sindh and an increasing number of
them have been taking abode in the province, particularly Karachi, in
search of employment. Moreover, the impact of the TTP insurgency and
terrorist attacks emanating from the former FATA had affected the entire
country and every province.
It is important to recall that when the military operations were going on
in the erstwhile FATA and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in 2007, after the rise of
the TTP in the tribal and Swat-Malakand regions, a large number of people
from these areas also migrated to Sindh. At one point, Sindh, which has
been ruled by the PPP on the trot since 2008, refused to provide entry to
the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and even shut its borders to the
unfortunate people. It is unfortunate that a party, which used to be a really
federal entity, has been behaving like a parochial political group. It is despite the fact that its founder, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was the first Pakistani
politician, who came up with a strategy for the uplift and opening of the
FATA by exploring avenues of employment for the tribesmen in Middle East
countries.
Now when all provincial governments are not ready to contribute to the
uplift of the merged districts, and the federal government does not have
what it takes for their reconstruction, rehabilitation and uplift, the revival of
the ROZs has become critically important. Otherwise, the situation in the
merged districts could be really disastrous. The TTP insurgency and the
military operation have decimated the livelihoods of the inhabitants of the
tribal areas, whether it was agriculture, trade, or miniscule cottage industries. In particular, unemployed and poor young people from the region,
who were instrumental in the TTP insurgency, could resort to crime and
possibly militancy in increasing numbers, if not immediately provided with
jobs and occupations. In this context, the revival of the idea of the ROZs
has become crucial.
The government of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) has come to understand the importance of industries in the economic development of the
tribal regions and, therefore, it decided to request the US to revive its former plan of establishing elaborate industrial infrastructure in the former
FATA. Acknowledging the grave mistake of the past governments, the rul-
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ing party, in November last had decided to request the United States to
revive the idea of establishing ROZs in the Pakistan-Afghanistan bordering
areas. Adviser to Prime Minister on Commerce, Textile, Industry and Investment, Abdul Razak Dawood, in an interview with a national daily had
revealed that Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government was trying to convince Washington to restore the idea of ROZs as it was critically important
for the socioeconomic development of the bordering tribal regions. The
proposed ROZs were indeed an important project offered by the US and
had a huge potential for bringing about a sea socioeconomic change in
the remote and impoverished region. However, due to mismanagement
by Pakistani policymakers, whoever they were, and the bureaucracy, the
project had to be abandoned by Washington quite reluctantly. The ultimate
losers have been the residents of the border regions and the country. The
conflict and crisis prevailing in the border region of Pakistan along
Afghanistan have a continuous outpouring in the adjoining KP province
and the rest of Pakistan.
The US had came up with the idea of building ROZs in the PakistanAfghanistan bordering areas to ensure jobs for the locals in a bid to wean
them off militant groups and terrorism. Alas, the idea was mishandled by
the then economic managers of the country as they quite illogically had
started asking US authorities to build ROZs in mainland Pakistan, including
the quite peaceful Punjab province. Resultantly, the US ditched the project
as establishing ROZs in mainland Pakistan could not serve the purpose
of the idea. Despite it, the US made consistent bids to convince Pakistani
authorities for establishing ROZs in the ex-FATA.
The US had come up with the ROZs idea in the Musharraf government
while keeping in mind the success stories of the model in the bordering
areas of Egypt, Vietnam, Jordon and Israel, where the industrial establishments had already been commissioned and were bringing dividends to the
people.
Razak Dawood, during the interview, said, “We will refloat the idea for
building industrial facilities on the pattern of the earlier proposed model of
ROZs in the Pakistan-Afghanistan bordering areas to ensure job opportunities for the youth on both sides of the border. From the facilities, the products will be manufactured and exported to the US on zero duty. It will not
only help increase the export of both countries but also ensure jobs on a
reasonable scale.”
Unfortunately, like many initiatives of the PTI government or, for that
matter, PM Khan, it could not see the light of the day, as convincing Washington to revive the program seemingly has fallen through. If it is ditched
again, it will be a historic mistake.
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SMEs rehabilitation
Muhammad Jahangir

According to a survey carried out by the International Trade Centre (ITC), almost all agricultural micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) in
Sindh and Balochistan have been severely affected by the coronavirus pandemic and need government help for their survival.
Projections indicate that agricultural production will be severely affected
by the economic impact of the pandemic. In Balochistan, 90pc of those employed in the sector are vulnerable to being laid off. For Sindh, more than
four million people are predicted to lose their jobs, while it is expected that
84.6pc of those employed in the province’s SME sector are vulnerable to redundancy.
The Geneva-based ITC, a joint agency of the UN and World Trade Organisation (WTO), is implementing a six-year “Growth for Rural Advancement
and Sustainable Project (GRASP)” designed to reduce poverty in Pakistan
by strengthening small-scale agribusinesses in Sindh and Balochistan. The
project, which started in 2019, with the funding of European Union, will complete in 2024. In Balochistan, the survey identified that 29pc of agribusinesses, and 34pc of farmers want the government to provide temporary wage
subsidy to help them bear payroll expenses during the crisis. Similarly, 23pc
of the former and 28pc of the latter called on their government to create standards for safe and hygienic transport channels to bring back workers while
14pc and 18pc respectively highlighted the need to provide a security net to
protect the food sector against falling commodity prices.
Another important finding is that around 70pc of agribusinesses and farmers found it difficult to access information and benefit from policy measures
taken to aid them whereas 29pc and 23pc respectively stated that temporary
wage subsidy from the government would be most beneficial. A majority of
the respondents said they urgently needed help to form strategies to foster
the survival of their enterprises. They also stated some other immediate
needs, including increasing input availability, market information dissemination, and support in accessing finance. Training in business and production
management was also highlighted to improve their competitiveness.
The ITC survey identified that 28pc of agribusinesses and 29pc of farmers
want the government to provide credit guarantee schemes to help them cope
with the crisis. Half of rural MSMEs in Sindh want the provincial administration
to defer payments for inputs, such as seeds, fertilisers, and feed. Nearly one
out of five farmers, and 18pc of agribusinesses want the government to build
emergency food reserves or food banks, thus providing a cushion of support
on production levels of activity. A quarter of respondents wanted a security
net in the form of protection against falling commodity prices.
Almost all MSMEs in Sindh and Balochistan stated that their business operations had been affected by the pandemic, with a majority of them being
badly affected. They also reported lower domestic sales, and difficulty in accessing inputs locally. A majority of the surveyed MSMEs said they had temporarily shut down in addition to temporarily reducing employment, using their
own savings, and, to a lesser extent, increased their marketing efforts to combat the pandemic challenges.
However, more than half of the SMEs interviewed reported that they do
not envisage the closure of their businesses. Of those that do, agribusinesses
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were more likely to see it happening within one month or less, whilst farmers
estimated 3-6 months or more. Almost all agribusinesses and farmers said
they had adopted at least one action to counter the pandemic challenges.
With respect to employment, most MSMEs acted by temporarily reducing
employment. In terms of finance, the majority retreated by using up their own
savings or borrowing from informal sources. Some MSMEs also attempted
to recover production by moving to new suppliers, and made an effort to retain or improve sales by increasing their marketing efforts and developing
online sales.
In the context, the Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) organised a consultative dialogue on policy measures needed for SMEs to recover from the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. Punjab Board of Investment
and Trade Director (Projects and Policy) Sohail Qadri informed the participants that his institution was aiming to create a platform for providing capacity
building services to the SMEs and to help them explore global markets. He
suggested that institutions, such as the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) and Punjab Small Industries Corporation
(PSIC), collaborate and help SMEs mitigate Covid-19-related difficulties.
SDPI Joint Executive Director Vaqar Ahmed suggested the Securities and
Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) ease laws for the SMEs and
start-ups across the country. He pointed out that current laws were preventing
idle liquidity in the economy from moving to innovative firms from real estate.
People, willing to invest in Pakistan, also complain about the lack of a credible
venture capital and crowdsourcing framework. Therefore, the SECP needs
to evaluate the existing facilitation and regulatory framework, he added.
It is a common experience that small businesses find it difficult to access
the refinance facility and collateral-free loan facility announced by the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP). Likewise, commercial banks do not understand the
problems faced by the SMEs. In this situation, it is important that the government should immediately come out with a special relief package to help the
small business enterprises in distress.
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Impediments to
construction sector’s revival
Muhammad Jahangir

The real estate and construction sector in Pakistan, which was once considered a lucrative business, is passing through its hardest time despite
the fact that the government has extended unprecedented concessions to
investors, businesspeople and individuals, who want to build residential
and commercial units.
Recently, the government reduced markup for small housing units up
to 5pc, which once touched 16-17pc, yet construction activities remain subdued. Prime Minister Imran Khan, whose election manifesto promised 5
million houses, is still hopeful of reviving construction activities in the country. Since April, despite the looming threat of the coronavirus, the government has taken a number of steps for the revival of the construction sector.
The Prime Minister, presiding over a meeting of the National Coordination Committee on Housing, Construction and Development recently,
directed the provincial chief secretaries to submit a roadmap for launching
a one-window facility and online approval of permits, fee payments and
parallel working of all departments related to the housing sector.
In June, the federal cabinet decided to form a high-level committee,
comprising representatives of the federal and provincial governments, to
boost the construction industry and remove hurdles to its way. It will make
decisions on a daily basis. The committee was formed under the Naya
Pakistan Housing Authority to find a fast track solution to problems coming
in the way of the construction industry.
However, the government strategy may not generate desired results in
the near future since the provinces can impose lockdown in any area. The
government is also planning construction of high-rise buildings in the vicinity of airports in major cities, like Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad, Peshawar
and Multan, however, the provincial governments reportedly have not been
taken on board so far.
In April, the government introduced an amnesty scheme, a second by
the incumbent government in less than a year, only allowing builders and
developers of housing societies and projects to avail economic incentives
of direct and indirect taxes. The duration of the completion of the project
is 2.5 years for availing the incentives.
Before the issuance of the ordinance, the scheme was approved by
the federal cabinet headed by Prime Minister Imran Khan. The ordinance
is titled as the Tax Laws (Amendment) Ordinance 2020. The government
is yet to release the ordinance and only issued its details. Indirect beneficiaries of the package are related industries of cement, iron and steel,
woodworks, goods transport, etc. The capital gains tax is exempted on the
sales of constructed residential property, with a maximum land area of 500
sq yard and 4,000 square feet, in case of a flat.
No inquiry will be required into the source of an unexplained income of
an individual builder or developer, who invested in an eligible project, any
amount invested by a shareholder or partner of a builder or developer as
capital or land transfer, on or before December 31, 2020. Following the
approval of the ordinance, it was expected to see a full boom in construction activities. However, despite a lapse of over three months, there is little
progress so far.
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Around 60 per cent of construction projects are in Karachi. The cost of
each project is not less than Rs3 billion while more than 500,000 people
are directly involved in the construction sector. According to experts in the
real estate sector, the “fear” factor is behind the slow progress of efforts
for the revival of the construction industry. Ziaullah Shah, former Member
Punjab Assembly and incumbent chairman Jammu and Kashmir Cooperative Housing Society, said the government’s concessions had confused
the investors instead of encouraging them. He said amnesty had been
given to construction activities, however, the rules for acquiring land were
the same. “If the government is not lenient to builders as to how they acquired land it will be difficult to revive construction. We need amnesty on
land acquisition and construction. Moreover, since the policies of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government are not stable, investors are not
sure if the amnesty on construction would continue or lapse after some
time,” he observed.
Mazhar Hussain, secretary general of the Ministry of Commerce Employees Cooperative Housing Society, said the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) was the biggest threat to the construction industry. He accused
the NAB of hindering construction and development activities in housing
societies on one pretext or the other. The district administration also creates hurdles to construction activities, he said, adding that besides increasing tax rates the administration, especially the cooperative societies
registrar, entertains frivolous applications and then starts issuing notices
to housing societies and in some instances, they suspend the management committees of housing societies.
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has also introduced certain conditions for buying and selling properties and investors are reluctant to take
risk in a climate of uncertainty. Experts say that besides public service departments, red-tape and bureaucratic hurdles, other institutions, such as
the judiciary, is also responsible for slow pace of construction and development activities.
According to experts, hundreds of cases related to land acquisition
have been pending before courts for years. Because of litigation, the development of residential units has come to a halt in almost all major cities
of the country. In their opinion, the executive authorities need to take the
judiciary, NAB, district and provincial governments and FBR on board if
they want the construction sector to take off.
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Flaws in technical education
and vocational training
Rasheed Ali

Usman Ali was very happy when his son got admission to the Polytechnic
Institute & Vocational Training Centre, Multan Road, in the Sabzazar area
of Lahore, about three years back. In his early 40s, Usman is a vegetable
vender and very much concerned about the education of his children, especially his two sons. He has great expectations from his eldest son, Asif
Ali, when he completes his three-year Diploma of Associate Engineering
(DAE) in refrigeration and air-conditioning technology.
“The days are over when BA, MA degrees had some worth and people
used to get good jobs on the basis of the “simple’ degrees,” Usman, himself
an under-matriculate, had told the writer after admitting his son to the polytechnic centre. “It’s the age of technical hands. Anybody completing the
three-year course would easily earn thousands of rupees daily in the country,” the seasoned vendor had repeated the sentences of the admission committee members to the writer. “And if a boy with a fridge and air-conditioning
diploma in his hands, gets a chance to reach a Middle Eastern country, he
would make lakhs of rupees monthly,” he had added in a voice trembling
with hope and emotions.
However, an interaction with Usman after about one year found him quite
depressed. About his son’s diploma studies, he said he was disappointed
with the way the college was imparting education to Asif Ali. “Throughout
the year, there had been no regular classes and no teachers to teach important science subjects,” the concerned father said. “If ever I get late to deposit the fee beyond the 5th of each month, they immediately call me. But
whenever I ask them about the unavailability of teachers, they never admit
their fault. They always blame the students for not attending the classes seriously.”
Usman Ali’s all dreams have shattered one by one. On completion of the
DAE first year, he took his son to the shop of an AC and fridge mechanic
and requested him to take him as his “Shagird” (apprentice). The "Ustad"
(mechanic) told Usman he would start paying Asif only after he proves himself worth it. In the scorching heat, his son worked with the Ustad in the field
for the installation of air-conditioners and repair of refrigerators for over 10
hours a day, seven days a week, but the Ustad was never impressed and
he never paid him more than Rs50 a day. Asif Ali might have continued with
the Ustad, had he not suffered sunstroke. The experiment also failed, as the
Ustad had told Usman it would take at least two to three years when Asif
would be able to install an AC independently, or repair a fridge on his own.
The poor man wonders why government authorities, especially the technical board officials, did not take action against private polytechnic institutes
which are minting money but not fulfilling their responsibilities of imparting
education and skills to their students.
Asif Ali would appear in the third year annual examination when the educational institutions reopen after coronavirus situation improvement next
month. But he will also have to clear the papers he failed in first and second
year examinations.
The pathetic situation, created by the shortage of teachers and a lack of
equipment at the Polytechnic Institute and Vocational Training Centre is peculiar to it. Most of private technical and vocational colleges are working in
the same conditions. However, parents like Usman Ali, have to go to the
colleges when their children fail to get admission to a government institute.
According to official data, in 2018, there were more than 3,600 vocational
and technical institutions in the sector enrolling over 400,000 students, most
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of them concentrated in cities of populous provinces, like the Punjab and
Sindh. However, the number is insignificant keeping in view the large population of under 20 years and out-of-school children in the country.
According to a report, published by the World Education Services, Pakistan has the largest population growth of youths in its history currently, with
two-thirds of the population projected to be below the age of 30 for the next
three decades.
In the circumstances, TVET (Technical and Vocational Education and
Training) is seen as the most critical education sector to address unemployment and develop a workforce capable of driving economic development.
This particular type of education and training is provided in various forms
in Pakistan, from informal industry-based apprenticeship programs to secondary-level skill certificate and diploma programs of one or two years, as
well as 10+3 programs that straddle secondary and post-secondary levels.
The examples of the latter include the 10+3 Diploma in Nursing and
Diploma of Associate Engineer (DAE) — qualifications that are examined
by state boards of technical education and nursing education, respectively.
According to the ruling party’s manifesto, strengthening the technical and
vocational education sector is an important priority for the government. The
government had planned undertaking the initiative through a common certification framework, promoting public partnerships with industry, the private
sector and donors, including setting up of industry-led skill councils, increasing the number of skilled workers in priority areas for economic growth, promoting the "skills brand" through campaigns, strengthening and improving
quality and the institutional framework of the sector and introducing a national skills information system to ensure better student placement and planning.
For all the four priority areas, the government was to track and monitor
results, ensuring that their objectives were met. Translating the policy framework into implementable policies is a task that the PTI has yet to undertake,
though different provinces have started drafting their own implementation
plans.
However, merely policy statements and plans on paper won’t serve the
purpose. The ground reality is that the TVET sector accommodates merely
less than 15 per cent of nearly three million young people, who enter the job
market each year. The government is currently trying to create a system with
the capacity to accommodate 20 per cent of all school leavers by 2025.
According to the World Education Services report, beyond its capacity
shortages, the TVET sector has historically been marred by a lack of national
coordination, quality problems, and outdated curricula that fail to adequately
serve the needs of the labour market. To improve the situation, a process to
develop a National Vocational Qualification Framework (NVQF) was initiated
in 2009 in collaboration with and funded by the European Union (EU) and
the governments of the Netherlands, Norway and Germany, with its internationally recognized TVET system. The goal is to create a system of competency-based, nationally standardized TVET qualifications that are aligned
with international standards.
The government will have to introduce a strict monitoring system for polytechnic and vocational training institutions, so that the real purpose of producing a skilled workforce could be achieved to meet the needs of the
market. Otherwise, the dreams of Usman Alis would keep shattering and
Asif Alis would keep adding to the unskilled workforce of the country.
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Militancy

Terrorism from
Afghan soil
Raza Khan
Recently, a United Nations (UN) report has divulged that more than 6,000
Pakistani insurgents and militants have built their hideouts in Afghanistan
where from they attack Pakistani civilians and security forces personnel.
It substantiates the long-standing position of Islamabad that Pakistani insurgents are harboured by elements in Afghanistan.
The important report has been prepared by the UN analytical and sanctions monitoring team, which tracks terrorist groups around the world. According to the report, of late more than 6,000 Pakistani insurgents, most
belonging to the outlawed Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) group attacking Pakistani military and civilian targets, are hiding in Afghanistan. "The
total number of Pakistani foreign terrorist fighters in Afghanistan, posing a
threat to both countries, is estimated at between 6,000 and 6,500,” the report said.
The most disturbing reality for Pakistan is the presence of the militants
in Afghanistan, particularly those linked to the TTP, Jamaat-al Ahrar or
Lashkar-e-Islam, as well as the Balochistan Liberation Army. The latter
took responsibility for high profile attacks in July in Sindh as well as in
Balochistan, killing several Pakistan military and police personnel.
A very dangerous revelation of the UN report is that the TTP has linked
up with the Afghan-based Daesh affiliate and some of its members have
even joined the Daesh group, which has its headquarters in eastern
Afghanistan. Noticeably, when the international media highlighted the report and tried to take comments from Afghan officials, they turned down
their government’s version. It clearly shows that on the one hand, the
Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), swallowing billions and billions
of dollars of the US and other Western states’ taxpayers, could not fight
meaningfully with the insurgents and, on the other, many Afghan officials
have been hand in glove with Pakistani militants and Daesh.
The report estimated the membership of Daesh affiliates in Afghanistan
at 2,200 and while its leadership has been depleted, it still counts among
its leaders a Syrian national, Abu Said Mohammad al Khorasani. The report also said the monitoring team had received information that two senior
Daesh commanders, Abu Qutaibah and Abu Hajar al Iraqi, had recently
arrived in Afghanistan from the Middle East. This is yet another dangerous
development.
"In territorial retreat, Daesh remains capable of carrying out high-profile
attacks in various parts of the country (Afghanistan), including Kabul. It
also aims to attract the Taliban fighters, who oppose the agreement with
the United States," said the report referring to a US peace deal signed with
the Taliban in February. This is natural for the intransigent Taliban fighters.
Against the UN report, the Afghan government has been consistently
blaming Pakistan for harbouring terrorists on its territory. Ironically, in the
last many years Daesh has launched several deadly terrorist attacks in
Afghanistan but the latter blamed Pakistan for all of them. It is despite the
fact that Daesh does not have any strong presence in Pakistan. The group
has also not been able to stage large-scale terrorist attacks in Pakistan. It
means that the attacks in Pakistan, of which many have been claimed by
the TTP, are backed by Kabul. Afghanistan intelligence operatives may
like to settle scores with Pakistan and thus apparently have facilitated the
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terrorists. Kabul has long alleged that the Taliban have been getting official
support from Pakistan. However, Kabul could never substantiate the claim
except only one incident when the Taliban head, Mullah Akhtar Mansour,
was killed in a US drone attack in Balochistan. It is a well-known fact that
TTP commanders, including Fazlullah, have been living in safe havens in
Afghanistan and there have been strong indications that he and other antiPakistan terrorist groups have official patronage from Kabul. There have
been reports in the international media that the Afghan National Directorate
of Intelligence (NDS) has been nurturing Daesh, considering it a counterpoise to the Afghan Taliban and also wants the group to foment trouble inside Pakistan. But the strategy is akin to playing with fire. The recent UN
report testifies the fact.
On its part, the United States President Trump administration has also
been blaming Pakistan for supporting the Afghan Taliban, who have been
behind instability in the war-ravaged country. If it is accepted that Pakistan
is behind the Afghan Taliban, then the question arises: why the US, its
NATO allies and 300,000 Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) could
not trounce a few thousand Afghan Taliban in the last 19 years? Whether
the US would wait for years to see Pakistan itself stop supporting the Taliban? Before that it won’t do anything to defeat the Taliban in the battlefield? The contradiction in the US policy has been quite obvious.
If it is believed that Pakistan has been the source of succor and sustenance for the Afghan Taliban, several opportunities arose in the past so
that Washington and Kabul could rectify the situation from their standpoint
but they failed. For instance, when the present key opposition leader
Ahsan Iqbal was Interior Minister, he had made a statement that there were
more than three million Afghans living as refugees in Pakistan and in the
situation it was impossible to ensure that certain anti-Afghan elements
might not have used Pakistani soil. Additionally, he had suggested that if
there was still any wrongdoing in which Pakistan-based Afghans had been
involved, it was important to repatriate three million Afghan refugees to
their homeland after which Pakistan could guarantee that there would be
no Taliban and Haqqani Network elements operating from Pakistan. His
suggestion was indeed sensible regarding blames on Pakistan from
Afghanistan and the US. However, the US has reportedly refused to assist
Pakistan in repatriating millions of Afghan refugees to their country. In the
meanwhile, Pakistan has given yet another extension in stay to registered
Afghan refugees till the end of this year whereas the refugees’ presence
has been used by Kabul to blame Pakistan for nourishing the Afghan Taliban. Moreover, Pakistan has successfully installed a fence on most of its
2640 kilometer-long and porous border with Afghanistan to check the inflow and outflow of insurgents and terrorists, but ironically Kabul has also
been against the fencing. It is really strange. If Pakistan and Afghanistan
are two states, then there must be a border with regulated entry and exit
points as no sensible country could allow a free flow of people and goods
across its borders.
The recent UN report must compel Afghan authorities to put their own
house in order, otherwise harbouring Pakistani militants and terrorists on
its soil to inflict damage on Pakistan, including Pashtuns, would be disastrous for peace in the region.
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Opinion

Stifling sane voices
Faheem Amir

Education, rationalism, research, bold and innovative ideas, scientific inventions, healthy discussions, positive criticism, tolerance, respect for others, a reward for hard work, healthy activities, productive entertainment
and fear of accountability are the driving forces that make a country and
nation strong and powerful. History of the world tells us that all these driving
factors and forces can be created and achieved with freedom of expression, a unified education system, free media and communication.
The Constitution of Pakistan ensures the protection of fundamental
rights, including freedom of expression, free speech, equal justice, health
facilities and education, etc. to all citizens. But, unfortunately, Pakistan’s
history clearly shows that rationalism and sane voices have always been
discouraged and stifled in the country. Right from the very beginning, some
unseen forces have created confusion about the ideology of Pakistan.
These forces even edited the speech of the Quaid, which he delivered on
August 11, 1947. By doing this, these forces, in fact, have imposed their
own agenda and created many fault lines in the country even before its independence.
Farrukh Khan Pitafi, a famous columnist, writes: “If you are a Pakistani
fascinated by the country’s history there is a good chance you have been
brought up on a controlled diet. There is one narrative that is set by the
state. Pakistan’s first fault line is called ideology. You would think that a
country with a Muslim population of over 96% would have no trouble on
that front but then you would be wrong. Consider this: On August 11, 1947,
only days before the birth of the country, its founder delivered an illuminating speech on the country’s future promising religious freedom to all citizens amid other things. The speech was heavily censored before release
and the audio record of it is still not found. Ask yourself why? Because
somebody in the government thought that the speech by the country’s
founding father contradicted the ideology of Pakistan. Let it sink in. The
words of the only man who won you freedom through a democratic and
legal struggle were not palatable for somebody who was already interpreting the ideology for you. Could it be the permanent ruling class of the country which Hamza Alvi once dubbed the “salariat” and we now call the
bureaucracy?”
After the creation of Pakistan, these forces have tried their best to keep
the people ignorant, irrational, poor, religiously emotional and intolerant by
using the slogans of Islam and national interests. Many writers, poets and
journalists, like Faiz Ahmad Faiz and Habib Jalib etc, were sent to jail for
raising their voice against political tyranny, martial law, injustice, corruption,
exploitation, poverty, ignorance and extremism. Maulana Zafar Ali Khan’s
Zameendar newspaper was closed. Josh Malihabadi, who came to Pakistan in 1955 and started criticising the government of Ayub Khan, faced
countless ordeals. His property was confiscated by the regime. The rightwingers labelled him a “kafir.”
According to Sibtain Naqvi, Hafeez Jalandhari, who wrote Pakistan’s
national anthem, was the chief of the pro-government group. During World
War II, as the head of the Bureau of Public Information and Song Publicity
Organisation at All India Radio, Hafeez Jalandhari played an important role
in British propaganda. According to several accounts, he wrote poems to
recruit Indian cannon fodder that would eventually die in North Africa and
East Asia for their colonial masters.
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After becoming an adviser to General Ayub Khan, Hafeez Jalandhari
accelerated his criticism of Josh. Even, on the death of Josh, Hafeez said:
“Josh should have died before his death. The fate of the enemy of Islam,
the Holy Prophet (PBUH) and Pakistan is now in the hands of Allah.” This
underhanded blow was condemned by the poet community. Faiz dismissed
it, saying, “It crossed all limits!”
Every effort has been made to silence moderate and revolutionary
voices. A group of pro-government writers, poets and journalists was promoted. Sectarianism, provincialism, linguistic differences, feudalism, political and social prejudices were deliberately created and promoted. Even
Fatima Jinnah was declared a Ghaddaar (traitor) by Ayub Khan and his
political supporters. The pro-government group and political and religious
leaders are still declaring many moderate writers, persons and journalists
anti-Pakistan and kafir just to protect their interests and rule. Resultantly,
extremism, ignorance, intolerance, corruption and crime are increasing
rapidly in the country. A real democratic system is not flourishing. All institutions of the state are getting weaker and weaker.
Recently, a senior journalist, a vociferous critic of the PTI government,
was kidnapped in broad daylight in Islamabad. After his abduction, the
Chief Justice of the Islamabad High Court said: “No one is above the law
and every citizen, including the state, is subservient to the rule of law and
the supremacy of the Constitution”. Mentioning the federal government
and public office holders, the court said: “They have to demonstrably show
that there is a political will to put an end to impunity for crimes against citizens and to protect journalists from harm for exercising the right to free
speech.” After his release, the journalist recorded his statement to the police on the order of the Apex Court. It is the duty of the police to arrest the
accused and unearth the motives of the abductors. Every citizen has a
constitutional right to express their views about the government and other
public office holders. No institution or department should be allowed to resort to torture and kidnapping for silencing a critic. It is a crime which should
be punished.
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Hindutva

Muslim demonization
over Ram Temple
Farooq Alay

Not that the Ram Temple opens over the trampled Babri mosque in Ayodhya, the timing of its inauguration by Indian Prime Minister Modi has significance. He cunningly chose August 5, the day that completes one year
of new Indian savagery in Kashmir. With the temple, 450 years’ history of
the subcontinent has gone down the drain, courtesy fanatic Hindu India.
The verdict by the Indian Supreme Court, with a strange logic and
mocking solution of dividing the site land into three parts and giving Hindus
the actual covered area, speaks of the judges’ fright at the hands of Hindutva. The same court, under the British rule, had already given a verdict
in favour of Muslims, contrary to the fact that the British Raj had a visible
tilt towards Hindus.
India’s archaeological department may justify that the Babri mosque
had been built over a Hindu temple that might have existed hundreds of
years ago, but the logic is indigestible that Zahiruddin Babar or his generals had built a mosque after demolishing a temple or an already demolished temple, that too of the biggest Hindu god, whose birthplace was the
same. Why didn’t Hindus, who were the only community there, let it be ruined? Why didn’t they protest against Babar or his cohorts? Why didn’t
they get the issue solved during Mughal-e-Azam Akbar’s rule; after all
Akbar was friendly to Hindus? Couldn’t they get justice from Emperor Jehangir or Aurangzeb Alamgir, whose system of justice was so transparent?
On what basis the British court had ruled against the Hindus and gave a
verdict in favour of Muslims? Were they blind or ignorant to archaeological
history? Didn’t they check the evidence available to them? It is not believable that Hindus had deliberately ignored the birthplace of their god, for
years and centuries.
The decision to build a temple for Lord Ram, and laying its foundation
stone on August 5, is highly intriguing. Last year on August 5, the Modi
regime had revoked Occupied Jammu and Kashmir’s special status, which
was already flawed. The abrogation of the Articles 370 and 35A withdrew
the special status of the State of J&K that allowed the Kashmiris to have
their own flag and a separate system of governance. This is clearly meant
to inflict more pain and inner wounds to Muslims, not only in India but
across the world. Many may endorse the logic that Hindustan is meant for
Hindus, but this is not true in the real sense. With it, Modi has fulfilled a
long-term promise to its core electorate. The aggressive posturing over issues that have dominated BJP’s politics has raised concerns of Ayodhyalike campaigns in other places with shared Hindu-Muslim heritage and
history as well.
On the other hand, the judgment is being widely criticized for lacking a
sound legal basis as well as signalling a majoritarian push that compromised India’s democratic ethics. The legal trial in the Babri demolition case
is yet to be completed, and justice has eluded those who suffered the loss
of life and properties in the nationwide violence in the wake of the destruction of the mosque - often dubbed the darkest chapter of modern India.
“The flawed judgment of the Indian SC paving the way for construction of
the temple not only reflects the preponderance of faith over justice but also
growing majoritarianism in today’s India where minorities, particularly Muslims and their places of worship, are increasingly under attack,” Foreign
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Office spokesperson Aisha Farooqui said while reacting to the intriguing
inauguration. She condemned the construction and urged the international
community to play its part in saving Islamic heritage from Hindutva and
ensure protection and religious rights of minorities.
The temple will remain a blot on the fact of the so-called democracy
for the times to come. The extreme haste in starting the construction amid
the ravaging Covid-19 pandemic, anti-Muslim Citizenship Act, the looming
National Register of Citizens to disenfranchise Muslims, the targeted
killings of Muslims with state complicity and other anti-Muslim measures
point to the fact that how Muslims in India are being demonized, dispossessed, marginalized and subjected to targeted violence. India’s gross and
systematic human rights violations in occupied Kashmir and Modi government’s sinister design to change the demography of the occupied territory,
all reflect the rising tide of the divisive and extremist ideology in India,
which poses a threat to religious harmony in India, and regional peace.
The monster of Hindutva has emerged from the rubble of the Babri
mosque and spread its tentacles across India, smothering minorities, particularly Muslims, and recreating the country in the image of Sangh Parivar.
Whether it is cow vigilantes lynching Muslims on suspicion of eating beef,
the shock troops of Hindutva terrorizing Muslim men, women and children,
or the Indian state introducing discriminatory legislation designed to disenfranchise the Muslim population, all indications are that hatred and majoritarian arrogance have now been mainstreamed in India. The ideologues
of the Sangh have never accepted Pakistan and constantly seek to provoke the country, while internally they are meting out a treatment to Indian
Muslims not too different to what the fascists of Europe did to Jews in the
20th century. There is great horror and revulsion over Nazi crimes — and
rightly so. But though the Hindutva brigade is seeking to replicate what
their ideological twins did in Europe during World War II, the world is mostly
quiet, courting the “world’s largest democracy” that looks the other way as
its Muslim citizens are beaten, harassed and murdered.
Modi-BJP’s anti-Muslim thirst is only a reminder to Muslims of the subcontinent and the world to join hands together and take a unified course
against their demonization and persecution in India.
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US elections

A white majority for Trump
and a Black VP for Biden
Marwan Bishara

According to the latest polls, US President Donald Trump continues to
command the support of the majority of white and male voters in America.
This, despite his mismanagement of the coronavirus pandemic and the
death of more than 160,000 Americans. Despite the recession, the double-digit unemployment and the looming economic depression. Despite
widespread social unrest and overwhelming national discontent. Despite
his dismal foreign policy record, notably on China, North Korea, and Iran.
Despite all of that and much more, a majority among white and male voters
tell pollsters they will vote for Trump again.
Based on the more conservative interpretations of the countless polls,
Trump is leading presumptive Democratic nominee Joe Biden by 7 to 9 percentage points among white male voters. This is almost as many points as
he is trailing Biden among all Americans nationally. But the mainstream
media has been coy in highlighting or discussing the issue. Media outlets
have focused on how there is change among, say, white women, white college graduates or white senior citizens, but have hardly tackled the issue of
the persistent and consistent support for Trump among whites. All of which
begs two questions: Why do so many white people, and white men in particular, continue to support Trump today, as they did in 2016? And, why is
Biden likely to choose a Black woman to be his future vice president?
Unable to break Trump's hold on the majority of white and male voters,
Biden is betting on his high support among female and minority voters to
win. By choosing a woman of colour as his running mate, he hopes the diverse Democratic base will be inspired and motivated to come out and
vote in droves in November. It helps that the two leading candidates, Senator Kamala Harris and former Obama administration national security adviser, Susan Rice, are known to be articulate, tough and driven. Both are
more than capable of debating vice president Mike Pence and taking on
Donald Trump, as they have done over the past four years, without antagonising the affluent Democratic Party establishment as, say, Senator Elizabeth Warren might.
But there is also considerable risk in choosing either of them. Neither
candidate represents a swing state - which would be necessary to win the
elections - and both may end up alienating white voters more than inspiring
minority voters in key swing states, like Pennsylvania or Michigan. Rice
has never been elected to any public office, and has never campaigned,
fundraised or truly been exposed to public scrutiny, all of which could prove
problematic in the next three months. Her experience in domestic affairs
is also limited. Harris could prove a greater asset for Biden. She became
US senator only in 2016, and therefore lacks sufficient national and foreign
policy experience but, like Barrack Obama who also served only three
years in the Senate before running for the presidency, what she lacks in
experience she makes up for in drive and ambition.
Trump is already painting Biden as "mentally unfit" and is certain to
make the case that, if the 77-year-old Biden leaves the post before the
end of his term, America will end up with a Black Lives Matter cheerleader
in the White House. Today white people in the US complain of bias, and
even claim to be "under attack". This, despite the fact that they make up
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almost three-quarters of the US population, and the majority of both parties. Despite the fact that all US presidents were white men, except one.
Despite the fact that white men have always been and remain by far the
richer, more affluent and more powerful group in the US. Despite the fact
that the majority of all lawmakers, governors, generals, CEOs, and millionaire and billionaires have always been white men. And despite white men
historically acting as perpetrators of violence, discrimination, and harassment against women and minorities.
An astounding 55 percent of white Americans believe white people experience racial discrimination. Some 84 percent of white Republicans
reckon the country has already gone too far or far enough in giving Black
people equal rights, even though structural racism remains rampant in the
US. And while it seems these and other sentiments have been simmering
under the surface, no one has exploited and deepened such sentiments
of self-righteous white victimhood as insidiously as Trump.
Those who naively hoped the Obama presidency would pave the way
for a post-racial America were caught unprepared to confront the new "whitelash" in the spirit and style of the Trump administration. The president has
inherited an overwhelmingly white, conservative and somewhat evangelical
Republican Party. And while these may seem like separate categories, in
his book, One Nation Under God: How Corporate America Invented Christian America, Princeton University historian Kevin Kruse has shown that
class, race and religion are closely intertwined in modern America.
Indeed, modern evangelism and the gospel of free enterprise have since
been instrumental in keeping the white working class in line with their bosses'
priorities, rejecting social and health programmes, labour unions, and of
course, higher taxes on the rich, as un-godly. Coupled with cultural conservatism and old-fashioned racism, this has led many white Republicans, especially working-class men, to blame minorities, immigrants, Muslims,
foreigners and even women for their misfortunes, rather than, say, automation, globalisation or structural exploitation and systematic inequality.
This helps explain why the billionaire president remains popular, not
only among affluent white Americans enjoying greater tax cuts and fewer
regulations on their business, but also among struggling white workingclass families. This is especially the case among those with no higher education, who are easier to manipulate with populist slogans and empty
promises. This was best expressed in one of Trump's off the cuff remarks:
"I love the poorly educated."
In fact, ever since he infamously went down that golden Trump Tower
escalator five years ago to deliver his first nasty, racist and, frankly, absurd
speech as a presidential candidate, Trump has been exploiting white working-class vulnerabilities and inflaming racial, religious, and cultural divisions under the pretext of restoring greatness to, well, "White America".
Since 2016, these Republicans have embraced him not for the Republican
values of President Abraham Lincoln - with whom Trump likes to be compared - but rather for his macho, populist, xenophobic, and authoritarian
approaches ala hyper-nationalist European tradition, best represented
today by, yes, Russian President Vladimir Putin.
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Middle East

Hezbollah and the people will
have to negotiate a new Lebanon
Rami G Khouri

The Beirut port explosion is likely to go down in history as a turning point in
Lebanon's political configuration.
The blast, which killed more than 200 people, injured more than 6,000 and
destroyed large parts of the city, has revitalised the Lebanese protest movement which had been trying to remove the entire political class since October
2019. Last year, when the economy finally collapsed under unbearable debt
and mismanagement, many Lebanese people realised they had become pauperised, dispossessed and marginalised in their own country, forced to survive
on their own, with few basic services from the government and little hope for
the future.
The tens of thousands of citizens in the streets since August 7 have
demonstrated new heights of distrust and anger at their government, whose
incompetence and disregard for the people's wellbeing had allowed the port
explosion to happen. The mock hangman's nooses set up during the protests
clearly express the citizens' sheer disgust with the political elite who have long
ruled them and have driven them and the entire economy into bankruptcy and
debt. The attacks on and takeovers of ministries and public institutions demonstrate that people want to take direct control of governance and would not
allow the same uncaring, thieving, and criminally negligent politicians to take
back the reins of power.
The consistent protest slogan "all means all" has been re-emphasised and
people have expressed their anger with all political forces. The protesters also
made rare explicit criticism of Hezbollah as a member of the sectarian rulers
they called "the mafia" or "a gang of thieves and criminals". Hezbollah leader
Hassan Nasrallah joined President Michel Aoun in rejecting an international
investigation into the port explosion and also sounded like all the other discredited politicians in saying his party knew nothing about the ammonium nitrate that exploded in the port.
The events of the past weeks have started to sweep aside the cruel recent
past to reveal the few power centres in the country that will now battle it out,
or, more likely, negotiate a transition to a new governance system. We are
likely to see new waves and methods of citizens confronting their state, and
the state fighting back militarily, until this battle is resolved in the months
ahead. Citizens demanded that foreign donors do not channel humanitarian
assistance through the government, who they fear might steal or sell the aid,
or only share it with sectarian loyalists. The citizen rebellion has sent its ominous message and revealed cracks within the governing elite. On August 9,
a number of members of parliament and government ministers resigned under
pressure from the streets. A day later, the rest of the cabinet along with hapless
Prime Minister Hassan Diab stepped down, simply formalising their lack of
authority in the face of the citizenry.
Lebanon is experiencing the same dynamics as other Arab countries have
since 2010: the irresistible force of an enraged and pauperised citizenry
marching in the streets to bring down a power structure that refuses to budge.
Yet, like in Sudan, Algeria, Syria, Egypt, Iraq, and elsewhere, Lebanon's exhausted and humiliated citizens have struggled against an entrenched militarised regime which is not easy to evict from power.
But Lebanon's power structure is unlike any other Arab country's and it is
even more difficult to challenge. The main sectarian parties of Sunni, assorted
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Christians, Druze, and others have shown that they will retreat a bit and reconfigure power-sharing when threatened, if it keeps them in the governance
and money-making game.
Last year's events discredited the main sectarian parties in the eyes of
most Lebanese, including some of those parties' own supporters, whose standard of living has also deteriorated. These parties on their own now appear
unable to prevent the demands for structural change. Parties like President
Aoun's Free Patriotic Movement and Saad Hariri's Future Movement can only
rule with the backing of Hezbollah, as we have seen in recent years.
Hezbollah represents something very different. It is more powerful than
the state militarily, and more cohesive than any other single sectarian organisation. It is also structurally linked with Iran, Syria, and other militant parties
in a regional "resistance" front. Hezbollah mostly operates behind the scenes
through shifting alliances with leading Christian, Shia, and Sunni groups in
the successive governments it has supported.
We might have entered a phase in Lebanon where, effectively, the two
most powerful actors have emerged as Hezbollah and the mass of uncoordinated but probably unstoppable protest movement which wants to replace the
current power structure with a more democratic and rule-of-law-based governance system.
If the protesters harness their immense popular support into a focused political process, they could eventually engage and remove the existing power
elite, and then hold parliamentary elections that independent groups would
oversee - two of their key demands. We should expect to see intense negotiations to agree on a new, non-sectarian elections law that would permit new
elections, in turn leading to a new president and a fully re-furbished governance system. This would ideally be managed by a transitional emergency
government of respected technocrats focused on stabilising the economy and
supporting the majority of needy people.
Many of the now discredited sectarian elite will oppose this, but Hezbollah
would probably accept it if it met certain criteria. The group will not allow the
Lebanese state to crumble and it does not want to rule Lebanon on its own;
at the same time, however, it will not surrender its sophisticated arms and capabilities that twice forced Israel into ceasefires and have achieved deterrence
on the Israeli-Lebanese border.
So the big challenge for the protesters and all Lebanese now is: can the
citizenry and Hezbollah work out a compromise agreement that allows a serious, capable government to assume power for a long transitional period that
can start the revival of the country, while keeping Hezbollah's arms off the negotiating table for now? And if this happens, and the day comes when the
Lebanese people demand Hezbollah give up its autonomous military capabilities, is it possible to envisage those capabilities incorporated under the defence ministry and an associated border security system?
Many Lebanese have pondered these and other possibilities for many
years, but no consensus has been reached. This has allowed the old bankrupt
governing system to remain in place for so long, with Hezbollah's backing,
leading to the country's shattered condition. This legacy of corrupt and inept
officials in the foreground with Hezbollah and its external supporters in the
background has now reached its end for most Lebanese people.
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Diplomacy

What the new Iran-China
partnership means for the region
Abdul Basit

In early July, Iran's Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif announced
that Tehran is close to entering into a long-term strategic partnership
agreement with Beijing. A few weeks later, Indian media reported that
Tehran has "dropped New Delhi" from a key rail project along its border
with Afghanistan after "it showed reluctance in investing fearing American
sanctions".
Despite occupying headlines around the same time, the news of Iran's
newly formed strategic alliance with China and its alleged cold-shouldering
of India were not directly related. Nevertheless, viewed together in the context of the growing tensions between the US and China and the Himalayan
border dispute between China and India, these two developments provide
valuable insights into the new geopolitical realignments in Asia. It seems
the Trump administration's "maximum pressure" policy against Iran has
pushed the country into the arms of China and caused a significant strategic disadvantage to its long-term ally India.
According to a report by the New York Times, the not yet finalised
agreement between Beijing and Tehran will see China invest a total of
$400b in banking, transport and development sectors in Iran. In exchange,
Beijing expects to receive a regular, and heavily discounted, supply of Iranian oil over the next 25 years. The deal is part of Chinese President Xi Jinping's ambitious Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) that aims to extend his
country's economic and strategic influence across Eurasia.
Just a few days after the details of the proposed China-Iran deal were
made public, Indian daily The Hindu reported that Iran decided to exclude
India from an extensive rail project that will connect the Iranian port city of
Chabahar to Zahedan, a city near its border with Afghanistan. Indian consultancy IRCON had pledged to provide all services and funding for the
project, estimated at about $1.6b, according to the report. The Iranian government swiftly denied the Indian newspaper's report, claiming it did not
drop New Delhi from the project, as it had "not inked any deal with India
regarding the Zahedan-Chabahar railway" in the first place.
Despite Tehran's denial, however, many viewed India's apparent removal from the railway project - which will eventually stretch to Zaranj on
the Afghan side of the border - as a major setback to its plans to create an
alternative trade route to Afghanistan and Central Asia that bypasses Pakistan's Chinese-operated Gwadar port.
Chabahar is pivotal to the International North-South Transport Corridor
(INSTC), a 7,200-kilometre (4,473-mile) freight route connecting Mumbai
to Moscow. For years, India had been enthusiastically promoting the project, which aims to increase connectivity in Eurasia, partially because it believed it could help keep Iran outside China's BRI, and cool down any
cooperation attempts between Tehran and its primary regional rival, Islamabad. Over the past 20 years, Iran had been supportive of India's plans to
establish new trade routes and signed several deals to advance these initiatives. Last year, however, as New Delhi stopped purchasing oil from Iran
to please Washington and further strengthened its military-strategic ties
with its arch foe, Israel, Tehran's attitude towards New Delhi's regional
connectivity project started to change. The news of New Delhi's interest
in participating in the Israeli-led "Trans-Arabian Corridor" (TAP), which
aims to connect India to Eurasia through Israel and several Arab states
hostile to Iran, further encouraged Tehran to seek other regional alliances.
Iran's new partnership deal with China is indicative of its drift away from
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India. And this budding partnership between the two countries is likely to
have significant consequences for New Delhi. The new deal between Beijing and Tehran includes plans for China to develop several ports in Iran,
such as the Bandar-e-Jask port which is strategically situated to the east
of the Strait of Hormoz. This is significant as it gives Beijing control over
one of the seven key maritime chokepoints in the world. This can potentially undermine the US naval dominance in the Middle East, as having a
foothold in Bandar-e-Jask would not only allow China to monitor the US
Navy's Fifth Fleet based in Bahrain, but together with a presence in
Gwadar and Djibouti ports, it would also augment Chinese presence in the
Indian Ocean Region. All this could cause India to lose the leverage its
close ties to the US provides against China.
Iran's inclusion into the BRI framework is also likely to cause India to
lose ground against China in Afghanistan. After 9/11, Indian political and
economic influence grew in Afghanistan under the US security umbrella.
Since the February deal between the US and the Taliban in Doha, however, India's influence over the country has been shrinking. India was neither part of the US-Taliban deal, nor it has any significant role in the
intra-Afghan peace process. After the US withdrawal, India's influence over
the country will minimise further.
Despite Washington's prodding, New Delhi has been ambivalent about
entering into dialogue with the Taliban. China, on the other hand, has long
been engaging both with the Kabul government and the Taliban in an effort
to not only secure its economic investments and interests in Afghanistan
in the aftermath of US withdrawal, but also undercut those of India. This
also gives China an edge to potentially connect the post-US Afghanistan
in the BRI framework. China's growing ties to Iran - a country that has significant clout over and ties with Afghanistan - is likely to help it achieve this
goal.
This new realignment in Asia provides new opportunities not only for
China, but also for Pakistan. First, China's involvement in Iran would
weaken Pakistan's main rival India, and open up strategic space for Islamabad to efficiently deal with political and security threats it is currently facing. Second, after fully integrating Iran into the BRI framework, Beijing
could help Islamabad improve its relations with Tehran and assist the two
countries in pacifying the ethno-separatist armed uprising in Balochistan.
Third, Chinese presence in Iran would mean the Iranian port city of Chabahar would not compete with Pakistan's Gwadar, whose port is operated by
China. Finally, India's ouster from Iran would mean the transit trade from
Afghanistan and Central Asia would continue through Pakistani ports.
However, Pakistan will have to overcome its internal governance and
security challenges to benefit from what is appearing to be a new, more
favourable geopolitical environment.
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Your View
Flash floods

Karachi’s woes
The situation in Karachi has been dismal during this monsoon season.

Flash floods from the powerful torrential stream Nai Gaj has ravaged the

With at least seven people dead from flooding and three electrocuted, city

Kaccho area of Johi. The late night high flow on Aug 8 inundated more

streets turned into rivers soon after heavy rains. It was natural to expect

than 100 villages. Exact losses can be assessed once water recedes

the PPP government to take necessary action. But it seems it is too diffi-

and communication channels open up. But keeping in view the de-

cult for the PPP to tackle the situation.

stroyed crops, the dead livestock, and the destruction of tube wells and

In fact, Sindh government officials seem unwilling to even accept the re-

home appliances, losses could run into billions. It is a pity that authorities

sponsibility for Karachi’s pathetic condition. To make matters worse, the

concerned never learn a lesson. The huge losses in men and material

minister for information and local government was quoted as saying it

caused by the Nai Gaj flood of 1995 are still fresh in memory. Torrential

was a “natural calamity” that no one had any control over — and “it could

stream floods are different from a riverine-related flood. This flood comes

have been worse”. Late July, Prime Minister Imran Khan made a decision

rapidly and gives little or no time for evacuation. To avoid losses, an

to ask the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) to fix the

early warning system and standby rescue infrastructure like boats and

flooding issue in Karachi. The NDMA was tasked with removing debris,

helicopters should have been in place. Despite repeated warnings by

garbage and sludge from clogged drains, and so far it has succeeded in

the meteorological department, little preparations were made. Further-

doing so. Notably, it was with the approval of the Sindh government that

more, roads, diversion bunds, culverts and other infrastructure are built

the NDMA was asked to intervene in Karachi. The PPP has also praised

with traditional methods with substandard material, whereas the situation

the organisation for doing a wonderful job.

demands higher techniques. During the British era, there was a strong

However, this raises a question: what is the PPP’s responsibility? It is

early warning system. But today, despite advance communication and

clear that Karachi’s problems are too big for the party to handle. More-

engineering technology, people are left only to guess about the volume

over, it has proved itself incapable of addressing these problems despite

of the flood. In the absence of authentic official information, rumours cre-

being in power in Sindh for over a decade. The PPP had ample time and

ate panic among the people. The provincial irrigation minister, the local

opportunity to deal with the people’s concerns. Some PTI officials mistrust

MPA, the deputy commissioner, and district irrigation department officials

the PPP government. A prominent PTI figure, Khurram Sher Zaman, has

have camped on the flood protection bund and are monitoring the situa-

openly declared that he thinks the PPP is a corrupt party. Moreover, he

tion, while the army has also been involved in rescue work. But these

also demanded the federal government should intervene in Sindh in order

laudable activities were conducted after widespread damage was done.

to save citizens from the incompetent PPP. Now Bilawal Bhutto may not

Why do not the stakeholders work regularly and in time to avert such

allow intervention in Sindh. He will obviously try to protect a grand family

disasters? The people of kachho always pray for rain and Nai flow as a

legacy in the province. He will be ready to do whatever it takes to help the

blessing but the authorities’ inaction turns this blessing into a problem.

PPP maintain its grip in Sindh, with a focus on Karachi.

Haider Ali,

Syed Tahir Rashdi

Johi

Shahdadpur

Beirut blast

Reopening business
The government has lifted all restrictions on businesses, tourist spots, ho-

Israel’S hand in the Beirut blast is not out of the question, although it is

tels, restaurants and transport. As cases of Covid-19 infections drop, the

being claimed that the blast was mainly caused by NH4NO3 ammonium

country has reopened. Only 800 cases are being treated at the moment.

nitrate. But it’s not possible that it can be triggered by a welding flame as

However, schools may be reopened only on Sept 15 and that too after a

is being suggested on social media. With the passage of time NH4NO3

final meeting on Sept 7 to monitor the situation. Definitely, it is good

acquires moisture, becomes rock solid and loses its white crystalline

news, especially for the northern area because people in the tourism in-

salt-like property. In that state, mere welding flames are not enough to

dustry work only three to four months in the whole year. Now they can

cause the blast because the compound becomes more inert. Obviously,

earn some money after suffering financial losses for nearly half a year.

someone in the port was aware of that because rock solid NH4NO3 is

The decision to reopen wedding halls, cinemas and other places like

10 times more inert than powder, but more powerful if blasted with a high

shrines could prove harmful. As we know, on a daily basis about 300

explosive trigger, something like a small bomb or missile or any IED. A

cases were being reported in Punjab and most of them were from La-

mere welding flame cannot combust it. Unaware of what they are carry-

hore. Most countries in the world are bracing for a second wave of coro-

ing under their seats, warlords of Beirut were sitting calmly over the

navirus and Pakistan could be one of them too if we do not follow

death mine. I think an Israeli drone triggered enough sparks to blast

standard operating procedures.

those NH4NO3 moist rocks which caused the explosion.
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Science

A star orbiting the Milky Way’s giant
black hole confirms Einstein was right

Wild bees add about $1.5 billion to
yields for just six U.S. crops

Emily Conover

Susan Milius

The first sign that
Albert Einstein’s
theory of gravity
was correct has
made a repeat
appearance, this
time near a supermassive
black hole.
In 1915, Einstein
realized that his
newly formulated general theory of relativity explained a weird quirk in
the orbit of Mercury. Now, that same effect has been found in a star’s
orbit of the enormous black hole at the heart of the Milky Way, researchers with the GRAVITY collaboration report in Astronomy & Astrophysics.
The star, called S2, is part of a stellar entourage that surrounds the Milky
Way’s central black hole. For decades, researchers have tracked S2’s
elliptical motion around the black hole. The researchers previously had
used observations of S2 to identify a different effect of general relativity,
the reddening of the star’s light due to what’s called gravitational redshift.
Now, they’ve determined that the ellipse rotates over time, what’s known
as Schwarzschild precession. That precession is the result of the warping of spacetime caused by massive objects, according to general relativity. A similar precession in Mercury’s orbit had stumped scientists
before Einstein came along.
While physicists have never found a case where general relativity fails,
they are searching for any cracks in the theory that could help lead to a
new, improved theory of gravity. The new study confirms that Einstein’s
theory checks out once again, even in the intense gravitational environment around a supermassive black hole.

U.S. cherries, watermelons and some other
summertime favorites
may depend on wild bees
more than previously
thought.
Many farms in the United
States use managed
honeybees to pollinate
crops and increase yields, sometimes trucking beehives from farm to farm.
Now an analysis of seven crops across North America shows that wild bees
can play a role in crop pollination too, even on conventional farms abuzz
with managed honeybees. Wild volunteers add at least $1.5 billion in total
to yields for six of the crops, a new study estimates. “To me, the big surprise
was that we found so many wild bees even in intense production areas
where much of the produce in the USA is grown,” says coauthor Rachael
Winfree, a pollination ecologist at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, N.J.
That means threats to wild bees could shave profits even when farms stock
honeybees, the researchers report in Proceedings of the Royal Society B.
Both honeybees (Apis mellifera), which aren’t native to the United States,
and wild pollinators such as bumblebees (Bombus spp.) face dangers including pesticides and pathogens. To see what, if anything, wild native bee
species contribute, researchers spot-checked bee visits to flowers at 131
commercial farm fields across the United States and part of Canada. In a
novel twist, the researchers also calculated to what extent the number of
bee visits limited yields. These intensive farms with plenty of fertilizer, water
and other resources often showed signs of reaching a pollinator limit, meaning fields didn’t have enough honeybees to get the maximum yield, and volunteer wild bees were adding to the total. Then the team estimated what
percentage of the yield native bees were adding — versus just doing what
honeybees would have done anyway.
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Blood test heralds new era in Alzheimer's diagnosis
Robin Foster
A new blood test offers hope that doctors may soon be able to diagnose
Alzheimer's disease with astonishing accuracy.
A study led by Swedish researchers found the test did more than differentiate
between Alzheimer's and other types of dementia. It also spotted signs of
Alzheimer's two decades before symptoms appeared in people who were
genetically predisposed to develop the degenerative disease. How? It measures levels of a specific tau protein, called p-tau217, that has long been linked
to Alzheimer's. "This blood test very, very accurately predicts who's got
Alzheimer's disease in their brain, including people who seem to be normal,"
Dr. Michael Weiner, an Alzheimer's disease researcher at the University of
California, San Francisco, told the New York Times. "It's not a cure, it's not a
treatment, but you can't treat the disease without being able to diagnose it.
And accurate, low-cost diagnosis is really exciting, so it's a breakthrough."
The Swedish test, and two other studies looking at tau tests, were presented
during the Alzheimer's Association virtual annual meeting. The Swedish study
was also published in the Journal of the American Medical Association. The
Swedish test was able to differentiate whether people with dementia had
Alzheimer's rather than other neurodegenerative disorders 96% of the time,
said study senior author Dr. Oskar Hansson, a professor of clinical memory
research at Lund University in Sweden. "The p-tau217 blood test has great
promise in the diagnosis, early detection and study of Alzheimer's," Hansson
said in a university news release. Though more work is needed to refine the
test and try it in more people, it "might become especially useful to improve
the recognition, diagnosis and care of people in the primary care setting," he
added.

In a group of nearly 700 people from Sweden, the test was similar in accuracy
to PET scans and spinal taps, and it was better than MRI scans and blood
tests for amyloid, another protein linked to Alzheimer's. The test was also
nearly as accurate as autopsies performed on deceased people's brains in
a separate arm of the study, the researchers added. PET scans and spinal
taps, which are far more costly than blood tests, can detect elevated levels
of amyloid protein. But amyloid levels alone aren't enough to diagnose
Alzheimer's because some people with high levels of it don't develop the disease, experts explained.

Young black Americans at high risk of hypertension
Amy Norton
High blood pressure is often seen as a condition of old age, but a new study
finds that it's common among young Americans -- especially young Black
adults.
The study, of 18- to 44-year-olds in the United States, found that high blood
pressure was prevalent across all racial groups: Among both white and Mexican American participants, 22% had the condition. But young Black adults
were hardest-hit, with nearly one-third showing elevated blood pressure.
Compounding the problem, only a minority of young people were getting
treatment. And few -- no more than 15% -- had the condition under "optimal
control." "People often associate high blood pressure with older people -- with
their grandparents," said Dr. Nieca Goldberg, a volunteer expert with the
American Heart Association. "But younger people are not immune."
In fact, there are many reasons they can be vulnerable to high blood pressure,
according to Goldberg. "These findings are not unexpected, given the rising
rates of obesity in the U.S.," she said. "Younger people also tend to eat a lot
of fast food, which is high in sodium. And many aren't getting enough exercise." As for the racial disparities, they mirror what past studies have found
among middle-aged and older Americans. "This shows us that racial differences are manifesting early in life," said study leader Dr. Vibhu Parcha, a clinical research fellow at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Exactly why is not clear. But Parcha said it likely involves many factors -- from
poverty, to problems accessing health care or healthy foods, to racism-related
stress. And high blood pressure at young ages is particularly concerning, he
said, because the consequences may appear earlier as well. They include
such serious conditions as heart attack, stroke, heart failure and kidney dis-
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ease. Goldberg agreed that "if left undetected and untreated," high blood
pressure in young people can have dire effects. Unfortunately, Parcha's team
found, few young adults in the study had their elevated blood pressure under
good control: Between 10% and 15% of those with the condition had gotten
their numbers below 130/80 mm Hg. "That's the really scary finding," Parcha
said.
It's also a frustrating finding, since high blood pressure can be readily diagnosed and treated, both Parcha and Goldberg said. Lifestyle changes can
go a long way, Goldberg pointed out. Regular exercise, a diet low in salt and
heavy in fruits and vegetables, and not smoking are key. But those changes
have to be maintained for the long haul, Goldberg said, and that can be the
difficult part.
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Make Up

Proxima

Ian Freer

John Nugent

You wait years for a Cornish-set
quasi horror film to come along,
then two come along at once
(kind of). Following last year’s lofi surprise hit Bait, which spun
drama from the tensions between
locals and out-of-towners, Claire
Oakley’s Make Up conjures up a similar sense of unease in a completely different milieu. Set in an out-of-season caravan park, Oakley mixes comingof-age drama, spooky surrealism and small-scale mystery into an
unexpected voyage of self-realisation. Like its protagonist, it plays its cards
close to its chest, throwing in red herrings and blind alleys, but creates a tangible sense of atmosphere and discomfort through clever filmmaking and a
quietly absorbing lead performance by Molly Windsor. Taciturn 18-year-old
Ruth (Windsor) arrives at a Cornish caravan site in the dead of night looking
for boyfriend-of-three-years Tom (Joseph Quinn). Early doors, Oakley deploys unsettling tactics — the sound of foxes rutting, a recurring image of a
kite tethered to a pole, an empty amusement arcade that matches Blumhouse for dread — interspersed with sequences of Ruth and Tom getting
reacquainted. What feels like it is going to be the plot kicks in when Ruth discovers red hairs on a jacket and begins to Jessica Fletcher her way around
the site, asking questions in-between menial tasks. Her investigation brings
her into the orbit of Jade (a vibrant Stefani Martini) who makes wigs out of
human hair and introduces Ruth to make-up, spliffs and dancing while Tom
becomes increasingly distant.

Unhinged
Christina Newland
The opening sluice of
blood and lighter fluid in
Unhinged makes for an
excellent entrée into this
single-minded thriller. In
the wee hours of a rainy
suburban night, a troubled-looking man (Russell Crowe) sits in his car, glimpsed through agonised close-ups; his brow
seemingly furrowed in anguish, or giving the audience a pointed look at
the wedding band on his finger before he removes it. When he gets out
of his car and approaches someone’s house, claw hammer in hand, we
realise we are not seeing this film’s hero at work.
Thus begins Unhinged, along with a fun and strikingly ’90s-style opening
montage — grim, jaggedly edited, and depicting the increasing drama of
contemporary living: violent altercations between strangers, road rage on
the rise, overwork, war, pollution, and other hugely general signs of social
decay. The blunt force of this dramatic opening sets the tone well: what
follows is not subtle, but it is vaguely satisfying.
The introduction to Rachel (Caren Pistorius), our protagonist, is comparatively sedate. Her high-stress existence involves being a newly single
mother, crowded into a house with her brother, his girlfriend and her son,
while her ex-husband fights to take that house away in their divorce settlement. She is also late dropping her son at school, and so, with a million
things on her mind, she jumps into the car with him and sets events into
motion which will prove unstoppably traumatic.
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You’ve heard of the Sad
Space Dad. In recent
times we’ve also been
getting the Glum Space
Mum. The likes of Interstellar, First Man and Ad
Astra are being met by
the likes of Gravity, Lucy
in the Sky — and now
Proxima, the latest film to grapple with the cosmic challenges of both going
to space and being a good parent. This comes from French filmmaker Alice
Winocour, and it’s an emotional but refreshingly matter-of-fact drama; where
other films might deal with the galactic razzle-dazzle of space, Proxima gets
into the nuts and bolts of actually getting there in the first place.
This is the rare space movie set entirely on Earth, and as such, it feels
grounded and real. As Sarah Loreau (Eva Green) juggles her maternal and
professional responsibilities, so the film juggles these perspectives, and
both seem thoughtfully depicted and largely authentic. We join Sarah as
she learns the news that she has been selected to go into space, realising
a lifelong dream, and so begins training across multiple months, settings
and continents, from deep-water survival to centrifugal machines. uch of
the film was shot at real training centres at the European Space Agency,
which lends it a sense of realism. But Winocour is as interested in the universal challenges of a woman moving through a male-dominated environment as she is the singular challenges of astronaut preparation. In one
telling scene, a male doctor asks Sarah sniffy and insensitive questions.

An American Pickle
Al Horner
An American Pickle is a
red herring. Everything
about it on the surface
screams screwball comedy: there’s its zany premise, in which a man
awakes in the present day
after being preserved in
pickle brine for a century.
There’s also its star, Seth Rogen, whose filmography is a carnival of stoner
hilarity and outlandish action. There’s also Rogen’s accent as pickled protagonist Herschel Greenbaum: a Borat-ish blend of Eastern European dialects and malapropisms. Add to this mix the movie’s setting — New York,
home to a thousand memorable fish-out-of-water comedies, from Crocodile Dundee and Coming to America to The Muppets Take Manhattan and
Elf — and you’d be forgiven for expecting a funny bone-clobbering, lowball laugh-riot in which an outsider grapples with a world to which they
don’t belong. But An American Pickle is not that movie, or rather, not just
that movie.
Brandon Trost’s solo directorial debut finds Rogen fighting (quite literally)
with issues around identity, ancestry and the sacrifices our forefathers
made to give us what we take for granted today. On paper, it sounds wacky.
In practice, it’s surprisingly poignant and powerful. The result is possibly
the Pineapple Express funny-man’s most affecting film to date, and an impressive essay on the importance of understanding your roots.
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The Abominables

Kohinoor

Eva Ibbotson

William Dalrymple

A hundred years ago, in the Himalayan peaks of Nanvi Dar, the
daughter of an English earl is
kidnapped by a huge hairy monster. In a secret valley Agatha
Farlingham is introduced to a
family of motherless yetis and
devotes her life to their upbringing. She teaches them to speak,
tells them stories and insists on
polite manners. But as the
decades pass, tourists come to
the mountains, a hotel is built
and yeti-hunters arrive. Agatha
knows that there is one place in
the world where they would be
protected - her ancestral home
at Farley Towers. When a boy and his sister stumble upon her hidden
valley, she knows she has found the courageous people who will carry
out her plan. The excited yetis are smuggled into the bridal suite at
the hotel. A freezer lorry is waiting to put them into semi-hibernation
on the long trip home. But the baby yak that has fallen in love with
the youngest yeti foils the refrigeration plan and they set off on a
hugely entertaining road trip halfway across the world. In the Sultan
of Aslerfan's kingdom the yetis release all the animals from his zoo.
In the Alps they rescue a lost child in a blizzard. In Spain, the yak creates chaos at a bullfight. But when they arrive in England, a terrible
shock awaits them at Farley.

Everything isn’t Terrible
Kathleen Smith
Licensed therapist and respected
mental health writer Dr. Kathleen
Smith offers a smart, practical antidote to our anxiety-ridden times.
Everything isn't Terrible is an informative, and fun guide - featuring a healthy dose of humor - for
people who want to become beacons of calmness in our anxious
world. Like Sarah Knight's guides
and You Are a Badass, Everything isn't Terrible will inspire
readers to confront their anxious
selves, take charge of their anxiety, and increase their own capacity to choose how they
respond to it. Comprising short
chapters containing anecdotal examples from Smith's personal experience as well as those of her clients, in addition to engaging, actionable
exercises for readers, Everything isn't Terrible will give anyone suffering
from anxiety all the tools they need to finally be calm. Ultimately, living
a calmer, less anxious life is possible, and with this book Smith will show
you how to do it.
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The Koh-i-Noor is the world’s most famous
diamond, but it has always had a fog of
mystery around it. Now using previously
untranslated Sanskrit, Persian, and Urdu
sources, and the discoveries of modern
gemmologists to reconstruct its original
form, William Dalrymple and Anita Anand
blow away the legends to reveal its true
history – stranger and more violent than
any fiction. Kohinoor is a tale of greed, conquest, murder, torture, colonialism, and appropriation.

Truth be Told
Kathleen Barber
The only thing more dangerous than a lie is
the truth. Josie Buhrman has spent the last
ten years trying to escape her family. Following her father’s murder thirteen years before, her mother ran away to join a cult and
her twin sister betrayed her in an unimaginable way, leaving Josie alone. Now, Josie finally has a happy new life in New York with
her fiancé, Caleb. The only problem is that
she has lied to Caleb about every detail of
her past – starting with her last name. When
investigative reporter Poppy Parnell re-examines her father's case on her hit podcast Josie’s world begins to unravel and then the unexpected death of her mother forces Josie to return
home. Now she must confront the secrets from her past – and the lies
on which she has staked her future.

Lift as You Climb
Viv Groskop
We all have difficult moments at work,
times when we feel awkward, when our
daily micro interactions make us uncomfortable, perhaps when we have to say no
or assert ourselves in a way that makes us
feel less like ourselves, less “sisterly”. Part
self-help guide, part master class in survival skills for life and work, Lift as You
Climb examines what sisterhood looks like
these days, asks what you can do to make
things better for other women and considers how to do that without disadvantaging
yourself. It's the ultimate confidence bible for women who want to plan a
career in a fast moving world, but without leaving anyone else behind.
And it addresses one of the biggest issues women face in the workplace
- how to be ambitious without losing your sense of self. It must be possible, right?
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